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ViSion
provide a committed, user-friendly, professional and cost effective administration 

which uses best business practice in serving all aspects of  

the nSW thoroughbred Racing industry.

provide leadership and Strategic Direction to ensure the nSW thoroughbred Racing industry 

achieves revenue growth, profitability and greater returns to owners and industry participants.

provide a Racing product which appeals to all demographics, and take all actions necessary  

to guarantee integrity and confidence in the sport.

Maximise betting turnover on nSW thoroughbred meetings.



FunctionS oF the BoaRD
under section 13 (1) of the thoroughbred Racing act (nSW) 1996, the Board has the following functions:

MeMBeRS oF the BoaRD
1 July 2009 – 30 June 2010

a. all the functions of the principal club for new South Wales  
 and committee of the principal club for new South Wales  
 under the australian Rules of Racing, 

b. to control, supervise and regulate horse racing in the State, 
 
 Such functions in relation to the business, economic   
 development and strategic development of the horse  
 racing industry in the State as are conferred or imposed by  
 this act, 

c. to initiate, develop and implement policies considered  
 conducive to the promotion, strategic development and  
 welfare of the horse racing industry in the State and the  
 protection of the public interest as it relates to the horse  
 racing industry, 

d. functions with respect to the insuring of participants  
 in the horse racing industry, being functions of the   
 kind exercised by the aJc on the commencement of this 
 section, and such other functions with respect to   
 insurance in the horse racing industry as may be   
 prescribed by the regulations, 

e. such functions as may be conferred or imposed on Racing  
 nSW by or under the australian Rules of Racing or any  
 other act,

f. such functions with respect to horse racing in new South  
 Wales as may be prescribed by the regulations.
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Alan Brown 
Chairman

the hon Kevin greene Mp
Minister for gaming and Racing  
nSW parliament house
Macquarie Street
Sydney nSW 2000

Dear Minister

in accordance with Section 29 of the thoroughbred Racing act 

(nSW) 1996 i submit to you the 14th annual Report of Racing 

nSW covering the period 1 July 2009 to 30 June 2010.

the Board met on 13 occasions and i acknowledge the 

contribution of my fellow Board members whose dedication, 

expertise and detailed knowledge of the inner-workings of the 

thoroughbred racing industry proved invaluable and enabled 

Racing nSW to undertake its functions and responsibilities to the 

highest levels. 

i am pleased to report that Racing nSW has now met all of 

the additional obligations placed on it under the thoroughbred 

Racing (amendment) act 2008, including the adoption of a code 

of conduct, a review of the thoroughbred Racing intra-code 

agreement and the formulation of a new Strategic plan. 

During the year we released our Strategic plan setting out 

our vision for the nSW thoroughbred Racing industry for the next 

three years. this plan was developed in consultation with the 

racing clubs and industry representative groups and we believe 

that its implementation will herald the commencement of an 

exciting era for racing in this State.

the Board has continued to hold meetings with the Racing 

industry consultative group (Ricg) with the first such meeting 

having been held on 20 January 2009. 

My Board observed when we were first appointed, that one of 

the most contentious and divisive issues within the thoroughbred 

racing industry related to programming and handicapping.  

accordingly the Board resolved that this matter should be 

addressed as a major priority.

With minor amendments brought about during consultation 

with industry participants, the new Benchmark programming and 

handicapping System has proved to be of significant benefit to 

the quality of racing throughout the State.

During the year Racing nSW hosted the 33rd asian Racing 

conference in Sydney during april 2010. Whilst i chaired the 

organising committee, much of the credit for its success must go 

to peter V’landys and our support staff at Racing nSW.

the theme of the conference was “Racing into the Future” 

and included addresses on a wide array of important topics by an 

exceptional panel of australian and international speakers.

importantly the asian Racing conference was self-funding 

and thus required no financial contribution from the nSW 

thoroughbred Racing industry.

the conference was held simultaneously with the 2010 

Sydney autumn Racing carnival and the inaugural australian 

Racing conference which allowed us to showcase Sydney racing 

to the 678 delegates and guests who attended from around 

the world. By every measure, these conferences were major 

successes. 

Racing nSW is currently a party to two appeals being heard 

before the full bench of the Federal court regarding decisions 

handed down earlier in the year in connection with challenges to the 

Race Fields legislation regime by interstate wagering operators. 

these appeals were heard from 27 September to  1 october 2010. 

the outcome of the appeals will have a significant bearing on the 

future viability of the nSW thoroughbred Racing industry.

Discussions and negotiations have been on-going during the 

year in respect of the proposal to merge the australian Jockey 

club and the Sydney turf club. as you are aware i chaired the 

Merger Benefits committee which met on numerous occasions.  

that was followed by meetings of the Steering committee under 

your chairmanship. your leadership and assistance throughout 

this lengthy process has been invaluable.

Finally, on behalf of my Board, i wish to place on record the 

enormous assistance our chief executive, peter V’landys and the 

entire staff of Racing nSW have been to me and my Board since 

we were appointed. their dedication and hard work has been 

exceptional. in particular, their outstanding efforts during the 

hosting of the asian Racing conference brought credit to both 

Racing nSW and the State of new South Wales.

 i would also like to thank you, your staff and your 

Departmental officers for your assistance and support  

during the year.

yours Sincerely

alan Brown
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Peter V’landys 
Chief Executive

the year 2009/10 was again one of significant impact on 

the nSW thoroughbred Racing industry. it represented the 

first full financial year in which Race Field fees were levied by 

Racing nSW. it also saw decisions handed down in the Federal 

court  challenges by wagering operators Sportsbet and Betfair 

resisting payment of those fees. 

During the year we released a major Strategic plan which 

outlines our aims and objectives for the industry for the next  

3 years. 

in addition, Racing nSW was also able to implement a 

number of other programs and initiatives which will provide 

significant benefits for the thoroughbred racing industry.

complete details of the operations of Racing nSW are 

outlined later in this Report. however, i have identified  

the major items below.   

OpERaTINg COSTS aND aDmINISTRaTIvE 
ChaRgE
Racing nSW will report a surplus in general activities for the 

year ended 30 June 2010 of $262,146. Recurring expenditure 

of $14.255 million was up by $0.475 million from the previous 

year ($13.780 million). the increase in expenses is a reflection 

of Racing nSW expanding its industry training and marketing 

operations and the introduction of new handicapping systems. 

the First charge against the taB Distribution was $8.048 

million up by $0.821 million when compared to $7.227 million 

last year, a significant factor being the increase in external legal 

costs arising from the Federal court challenges by Sportsbet 

and Betfair. 

the Racing nSW Workers compensation Fund has shown a 

return to surplus of $210,113 on the back of strong management 

of claims and prudent investment strategies.

in particular a substantial proportion of the investment was 

held in a fund which predominantly comprised of equities. the 

Board decided to redeem the fund during the year and realise a 

gain of $2.155 million.

the timing of the withdrawal was perfect as in the next 

week, the stock market declined markedly. if the money 

was left in the investment fund, the return would have been 

approximately $300,000 rather than the $2.155 million.

also pleasing was the $327,127 profit generated by hosting 

the asian Racing conference. this profit compared favourably  

with the previous three conferences held in other host countries 

which sustained significant losses.

RETuRNS TO OWNERS
thoroughbred racing in nSW continued to perform strongly 

in delivering it’s participants with strong returns to owners. in 

particular the net returns to owners of nSW compare favourably 

with those of interstate racing industries especially in the context 

of taB distributions received. 

For instance the most recently available data comparing 

net returns to owners between States shows that the nSW 

industry’s net returns to owners are $137 million annually 

against $141.5 million paid by the Victorian racing industry. this 

outcome was achieved despite a continued funding disparity 

between the two States in taB distribution with the Victorian 

racing industry receiving approximately $60 million more per 

annum from poker machines.

included in returns to owners for 2009/10 was a record year 

for Racing nSW’s Breeder owner Bonus Scheme (BoBS). total 

bonuses paid to winning owners including BoBS Double up were 

in excess of $9 million, with BoBS again being the most lucrative 

of any australian State bonus scheme. 

STRaTEgIC plaN
Following an extensive consultation process which involved 

discussions with race clubs and other industry bodies 

throughout the State, Racing nSW released its Strategic plan 

for the nSW thoroughbred Racing industry.

the Strategic plan addresses the issues facing the industry 

and provides practical solutions to take racing forward over the 

next three years.

the plan was developed in the belief that Racing nSW 

will be successful in defending legal challenges instigated by 

two wagering organisations against the current Race Fields 

legislation regime. this issue is covered in more detail later in 

this report.

major initiatives contained in the plan include:

●● Significant across the board growth in returns to owners 

including increases in prizemoney with the following 

increases occurring by July 2012. 

Metropolitan Saturday races $70,000 to $100,000

Metropolitan Midweek races $27,000 to $  35,000

provincial races $16,000 to $  25,000

country taB Meeting races $  9,000 to $  15,000

●● an additional $36 million in return to owners will be paid for 
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non-feature races from July 2012

●● also prizemoney paid for group and listed races will 

increase by $13.1 million per annum by 2012.

●● prizemoney increases will be accompanied by a policy of 

advertising the value of races on a total return to owner 

basis (referred to as “Returns to owners”) and look at 

introducing a system of paying prizemoney for all horses 

which fill the first 10 places in a race.

●● A $70 million investment in infrastructure over 

the next 5 years to improve customer facilities at 

racecourses as well as improved racing surfaces 

and training facilities.

●● Significant capital expenditure is required to improve 

the level of customer facilities at Sydney racecourses, 

particularly at Royal Randwick which is presently being 

pursued through the aJc Masterplan. this is vital to 

attracting greater business from corporate customers, 

sponsors and attendees at racetracks.

●● included in the above capital investment is the creation of 

regional centres of excellence to provide the opportunity 

for the owners of a greater number of country trained 

horses to benefit from superior training facilities.

●● Further promoting nSW racing to international markets 

through increased telecast of nSW races and appropriate 

comingling of nSW wagering pools with international 

wagering operators along with appropriate regulatory 

reforms.

●● Showcasing the Sydney autumn Racing carnival as a 

leading thoroughbred racing event and further developing 

it as the world’s pre-eminent thoroughbred racing festival 

during april each year.

●● increasing the frequency of race starts per horse in nSW 

and building race field sizes to maximise wagering and race-

going interest.

the plan also identifies other avenues which will be explored 

to generate additional revenue for the thoroughbred racing 

industry.

RaCE FIElDS lEgISlaTION
in accordance with the conditions laid down by Racing nSW in 

terms of the Racing administration act, 365 wagering operators 

throughout australia received approval to conduct wagering 

on nSW thoroughbred Racing events which resulted in the 

receipt of approximately $54 million from those operators 

during the year. this brought the total fees collected since 

the implementation of the legislation to the 30 June 2010 to 

approximately $94 million. unfortunately, Racing nSW has been 

restricted in its ability to use those funds due to the ongoing 

uncertainty arising from the Federal court challenges by 

Sportsbet and Betfair and the subsequent appeals to the Full 

court of the Federal court.

BETFaIR aND SpORTSBET COuRT 
pROCEEDINgS
Betfair and Sportsbet commenced Federal court proceedings 

in october and november 2008 respectively resisting payment 

of the fees imposed by Racing nSW under the Race Fields 

legislation on the basis that those fees discriminated against 

them as interstate operators.

Betfair’s challenge was heard by Federal court Justice 

nye perram from 18 november 2009 to 1 December 2009. 

Sportsbet’s challenge was heard by Justice perram from  

4 February 2010 to 19 February 2010.

Justice perram delivered judgment in both matters on  

16 June 2010.  

Betfair’s challenge was dismissed and it was ordered to pay 

Racing nSW’s costs.

in the case of Sportsbet, Justice perram upheld the validity 

of the Race Fields legislation and accepted that overcoming the 

issue of ‘free riders’ on the nSW thoroughbred Racing industry 

was a legitimate object. however, the Judge ruled that the 

way the Race Fields Fee was applied to Sportsbet was invalid 

for a confined period being September 2008 to June 2009. 

the reasons the Judge found in favour of Sportsbet included 

his interpretation of a commercial settlement of a dispute 

with tabcorp and his view that a $5 million fee-free threshold 

imposed by Racing nSW was intended to protect new South 

Wales bookmakers. 

Racing nSW filed an appeal against the Sportsbet judgment. 

Sportsbet filed a cross-appeal challenging the loss of the main part 

of its case, being the validity of the Race Fields legislation and also 

maintained that it should be entitled to recover all Race Fields Fees 

paid rather than only for the confined period of September 2008 to 

June 2009. Betfair also filed an appeal from its loss.

Racing nSW successfully sought expedition of both appeals 

so that the uncertainty created by these challenges could be 

determined as quickly as possible. Both appeals were heard 

by the Full court (chief Justice Keane, Justice Buchanan and 

Justice lander) of the Federal court in the week beginning  

27 September 2010. 

in the Sportsbet appeal, Racing nSW argued that the 

significant findings of Justice perram were so contrary to 

the evidence and the law that they should be overturned. For 

example, Racing nSW argued that the findings in relation to the 

settlement with tabcorp were not supported by the evidence 

and were not argued for by Sportsbet. Racing nSW also argued 

that the finding that the $5 million fee free threshold was 

designed to protect nSW bookmakers was made without regard 

to a number of important facts including that all wagering 

operators throughout australia benefited from the threshold. 

in the meantime, Racing nSW has modified the Race Fields 

scheme to address the findings of Justice perram in Sportsbet 

pending the outcome of the appeal. those modifications include 

the removal of the $5 million fee free threshold which is an 

extremely unfortunate consequence of the Sportsbet judgment. 

Racing nSW is doing its upmost to minimize the impact of this 

on small bookmakers located throughout australia.

aSIaN RaCINg CONFERENCE
Between 9 and 15 april 2010 Racing nSW coordinated and 

managed the conduct of the 33rd asian Racing conference and 

the associated trade exhibition.

a total of 678 participants representing 31 countries 

registered for the event (524 delegates; 114 accompanying 

persons; 31 exhibitors and 9 media representatives). 

the theme of the conference was “Racing into the Future” 

and addresses were delivered by a number of eminent speakers 

from australia and overseas on those issues that are material to 

develop thoroughbred racing in the 21st century. these included 

strategies for attracting new customers and maintaining 

racing’s existing customer base, in particular focusing on 

bridging the generation gap and attracting customers from 

generations x & y.

Feedback from delegates and from the australian Racing 

Board suggested that the Sydney conference was the most 

successful held to date.
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importantly, with minor exceptions, the conference was 

conducted with existing resources and in contrast to previous 

conferences; the Sydney event generated a profit of $327,127. 

this outcome compared most favorably with the last three 

conferences (Dubai - $1.9 million loss; tokyo - $1 million loss; and 

Seoul - $1.6 million loss).

auSTRalIaN RaCINg CONFERENCE
in conjunction with the asian Racing conference, Racing nSW 

coordinated and managed the inaugural australian Racing 

conference on 15 april 2010.

250 persons attended the conference and 210 of these were 

also listed to participate in round table sessions conducted for 

various categories of racing administrators. a highlight of the 

conference was a panel discussion session which included some 

of australia’s leading chief executives from the business and 

sporting worlds, including John Symond (aussie home loans), 

Janine allis (founder, Boost Juice), John coates (aoc), David 

gallop (nRl) and andrew Demetriou (aFl).

as with the asian Racing conference, the australian Racing 

conference was conducted with existing resources and Racing 

nSW was able to break even for the event.

this conference is set to become an annual event and Racing 

nSW has been chosen to host the first three conferences. 

arrangements are currently underway for the development of 

the 2011 conference.

SyDNEy auTumN RaCINg CaRNIval – 
COmmERCIal aRRaNgEmENTS WITh 
EvENTS NSW
Following extensive negotiations by Racing nSW, events nSW 

joined with the industry in the promotion of the annual Sydney 

autumn Racing carnival.

under these arrangements that organization committed 

to provide up to $2 million for the promotion of the 2010 and 

subsequent carnivals. this funding followed upon amounts of 

$500,000 and $750,000 for the 2008 and 2009 carnivals.

the funding is conditional on Racing nSW and the 

metropolitan race clubs adopting a fixed date schedule for that 

and subsequent carnivals. this fixed date schedule involves 

the golden Slipper meeting being held each year on the first 

Saturday in april followed by the commencement of the aJc’s 

carnival the following Saturday.

the success of these arrangements coupled with the 

involvement of events nSW has enabled the Sydney autumn 

carnival to strengthen and grow its position on the australian 

Racing calendar.

INDuSTRy TRaININg – agREEmENT WITh 
RIChmOND TaFE
in order to improve the delivery of training programs in the 

thoroughbred racing industry Racing nSW negotiated an 

agreement with Richmond taFe which involved that body 

seconding the whole of the Racing nSW training Department and 

assuming responsibility for all industry training.

this agreement contains terms which are in the best 

interests of the industry and will be cost neutral to Racing nSW. 

the initial term is for 5 years with two options of 5 years.

the partnership is managed by a committee comprising 

thoroughbred racing industry and taFe personnel.

FRIDay NIghT RaCINg
Following successful negotiations with the nSW harness Racing 

club that club agreed with a proposal advanced by Racing nSW 

and the Sydney turf club (Stc) for the Stc to conduct race 

meetings at canterbury park on Friday evenings. 

prior to that agreement a clause in the inter-code 

agreement between the three codes of racing prevented the 

conduct of metropolitan thoroughbred meetings after 7pm 

on Fridays. the canterbury meetings will be held in unison 

with night meetings at Mooney Valley thereby maximizing the 

wagering opportunities and increasing revenue for the industry. 

the scheduling of the canterbury meetings will also 

optimise our ability to market nSW racing internationally 

including asia and europe, and improve revenue flows though 

appropriate comingling with international wagering operators. 

pRODuCTIvITy COmmISSION INquIRy INTO 
gamBlINg
as identified in our 2009 annual Report the Federal government 

commissioned the productivity commission to undertake a 

public inquiry into gambling.

Following its initial inquiries the commission released a draft 

report outlining its proposed findings and recommendations. 

Racing nSW provided a detailed response to those findings 

and the chairman and i appeared and gave evidence at public 

hearings conducted by the commission in Sydney.

in its final report the productivity commission accepted that 

racing and wagering are inextricably linked, with each at least 

partly dependent on the other. however, the commission did not 

appear to recognize that racing is a very large industry providing 

employment opportunities for thousands of people whereas 

wagering is a subsidiary activity which is almost totally reliant on 

the racing industry for its existence.

Racing nSW believes therefore that the commission’s 

report appears to concentrate more heavily on the interests of 

wagering operators (particularly those claiming to be low margin 

operators), rather than on the interests of the racing industry 

and the many thousands of persons who derive all or part of 

their livelihoods from the industry.

it is the contention of Racing nSW that the implementation 

of the commission’s recommendations in their entirety would 

have a substantial negative impact on the industry and on the 

financial welfare of the industry’s participants.

More importantly, Racing nSW is not convinced that the 

recommendations would necessarily be of benefit to the 

majority of consumers. to this end Racing nSW believes that the 

recommendations will facilitate the transfer of revenue away 

from the racing industry to low margin wagering operators and 

professional punters without providing any real benefits for the 

overwhelming majority of recreational punters.

Racing nSW is also concerned that many of the 

commission’s assumptions appear to have been based 

on statements and opinions offered by a wide array of 

commentators without any factual information or in-depth and 

robust analysis having been undertaken to either test or support 

those opinions. 

REgISTRaTION OF RaCE CluBS
During the period under review we developed and implemented 

a new scheme for the annual registration of nSW thoroughbred 

race clubs so as to ensure that Racing nSW is able to better 

regulate the operation of clubs as well as ensuring that clubs 

are fully aware of their obligations and responsibilities to the 

industry.

all clubs have now sought and been granted registration.
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INTRa-CODE agREEmENT
Section 29i (1) of the thoroughbred Racing act (nSW) 1996 

provides that Racing nSW may from time to time undertake a 

review of the intra-code agreement for the purpose of ensuring 

that the agreement is in the best interests of the horse racing 

industry as a whole in new South Wales. 

Following extensive consultation with the other parties 

to the intra-code agreement (aJc, Stc, provincial Racing 

association of nSW and Racing nSW country), Racing nSW 

developed a draft revision of the agreement and forwarded it 

to those parties for their comment and further input. all bodies 

have now submitted their comments and suggestions. however, 

as the distribution of funds under the intra-code agreement 

should be considered in conjunction with the allocation of funds 

received under the Race Fields legislation, the matter has 

been deferred pending the outcome of the appeals proceedings 

mentioned previously.

it is expected that the matter will be finalized in the early 

months of 2011.

BENChmaRkINg
after a series of State-wide information seminars in early 

September 2009 to explain the new process to participants, 

Racing nSW launched its Benchmark handicapping and 

programming system on 1 october 2009. 

the system was designed to:

●● create additional opportunities for horses to compete in 

suitable races;

●● improve race field sizes;

●● create more even and competitive racing; and

●● improve betting turnover, and returns to participants.

in introducing the new system Racing nSW committed 

to undertaking regular reviews of the process to ensure the 

objectives of the program were being achieved.

in keeping with this commitment we undertook a major 

review of the scheme after 6 months of operation. the results 

of the review were then forwarded to race clubs and participant 

groups for their consideration. 

Feedback received from participants and observations 

from the Racing nSW handicapping and racing departments 

indicated that the benchmark system was working the most 

smoothly in the metropolitan area.

however, it was felt that some small adjustment to the 

benchmarks allocated against country and to a lesser extent 

provincial performances was needed to create a better line of 

fit in benchmarking the performances of horses in each sector. 

Following the review, Racing nSW outlined revisions to the 

benchmark system. a final set of agreed enhancements are to 

take effect 1 november 2010.

RaCINg NSW REWaRDS CluB
in order to grow the racing economy, procure new owners and 

establish a substantial data base of industry supporters, in 

early 2009/10, Racing nSW launched a racing loyalty program.

the program will be used throughout the racing economy 

and will be based on similar successful loyalty schemes currently 

operating in the wider economy. one of the most important 

objectives of the program is to take advantage of the $2.5 billion 

in unused points currently sitting in the various rewards programs 

operating throughout australia. in addition a further $800 million 

per annum is added to unused points.

arrangements have been entered into with several other 

loyalty programs conducted by organisations such as Visa 

and Mastercard for the transfer of rewards points from those 

programs into members’ “Racing nSW Rewards” accounts. 

under these arrangements members are able to access 

unused points in a variety of programs to which they may 

belong and then use them in the general racing economy. 

in addition, members of the program will earn reward points 

for various transactions they undertake in the racing industry 

and they will then be able to utilize those points to pay for other 

industry transactions.

to ensure the success of the program, Racing nSW has 

negotiated partnership agreements with a large number of 

commercial organizations, including tabcorp which already runs 

the no. 1 club loyalty program.

Racing nSW will also provide reward points to all non-

feature races conducted throughout nSW thereby providing 

additional value to those races to owners.

aJC/STC mERgER
as identified in our 2008/09 annual Report, in early 2009  Racing 

nSW responded to a request from the nSW Minister for gaming 

and Racing to consult  with the aJc and Stc to consider the 

implications and benefits of a merger between the two race clubs.

in separate studies undertaken by  ernst & young and  

leK consulting to assess the feasibility of a merger against 

the criteria of revenue upside, cost synergies, asset utilisation, 

governance and administrative structure and implementation 

ease, recurrent economic benefits of between $3 million and 

$21 million were identified should the merger take place.

at the request of the Minister, Racing nSW then convened 

a Merger Benefits team with representation from both clubs 

to assess the results of those studies and recommend a way 

forward. the team subsequently reported to the Minister 

on the projected benefits of a merger and identified possible 

management structures for a merged club.

on receiving the Report, the Minister maintained that a 

merger of the two clubs would provide substantial benefits 

to the industry in the medium to long term, underpinning the 

viability of racing and the economic contribution to nSW and 

put in place a scheme whereby the merged club would receive 

$174 million for capital developments.

the nSW government committed to provide an amount of 

$24 million as a grant to fund developments at Rosehill gardens 

Racecourse including the refurbishment and alterations to the 

Fleming Stand on all levels.

the government also agreed to reclassify the simulated 

racing game trackside enabling its introduction in nSW taB and 

licensed outlets, with revenue from the game to fund a significant 

capital upgrade to the facilities at Royal Randwick Racecourse. 

this includes the development of two new state-of-the-art 

grandstands – increasing seating capacity by 112% and providing 

first class spectator facilities, function space, restaurants and 

corporate boxes.

initial discussions centred on the provision of the funds for 

Royal Randwick to be granted by Racing nSW from proceeds 

of a loan of $150 million with repayment from new revenue 

generated from trackside. in addition to thoroughbred racing’s 

17% share of trackside’s net profit under the existing agreement, 

trackside revenue to thoroughbred racing was to be boosted by a 

contribution from the nSW government’s tax from trackside to a 

maximum of $5 million per annum and an additional contribution 

from tabcorp of 1.8% of turnover.

the $150 million loan which was to be procured from a 

financial institution and to be repaid from an unproven revenue 
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source created a significant risk to Racing nSW and accordingly 

was not pursued.

as discussions progressed, tabcorp agreed to acquire the 

thoroughbred racing industry’s share of revenue from trackside 

for an amount of $150 million, which will be directed to a merged 

club for the redevelopment of Royal Randwick Racecourse.  

at the time of writing this report negotiations were close to 

finalisation and the Minister awaiting advice from the committees 

of both the Sydney turf club and australian Jockey club.

JOCkEyS WElFaRE pROgRamS aND 
JOCkEyS’ TRuST
Following a decision by the Board in July 2009 to introduce a new 

local Rule 72 an amount of 1% of all prizemoney allocated to nSW 

thoroughbred race meetings is now being deducted and directed 

towards jockeys’ insurance and welfare programs. 

to give effect to these initiatives two separate bodies were 

established to manage the welfare programs – the JcBS trust 

and the governance advisory committee and appropriate persons 

were appointed to serve on both bodies. Representatives from 

the nSW Jockeys’ association and Racing nSW will serve on both 

bodies and in the case of the trust the majority of members are 

independent of the industry.

the inaugural meetings of the trust and the governance 

advisory committee will be held early in the 2010/11 financial year.

aCkNOWlEDgmENTS
i take the opportunity to express my appreciation to members 

of the Board for their leadership and continued support for me 

during the year. the collective experience, business expertise 

and working knowledge of the thoroughbred racing industry of 

the Board members has proved invaluable to the administration 

of Racing nSW and to the thoroughbred racing industry in 

general.

in particular i wish to acknowledge the chairman 

alan Brown whose leadership was strong, measured and 

professional at all times.

Further, i also express my immense gratitude to all 

staff of Racing nSW for their hardworking, professional and 

conscientious efforts during the year.

peter v’landys

chief executive
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Scott Kennedy
General Manager –  

Industry & Analytical

WagERINg ON RaCINg 
totalizator wagering in nSW for the 2009/10 year edged ahead of 2008/09 with total sales of 

$4.812 billion against $4.764 billion the previous year.

this increase of just over 1% continued the trend of only very modest year on year increase in 

total nSW totalizator wagering sales. 

a total of $1.11 billion was held by the nSW totalizator on nSW thoroughbred racing during 

2009/10. it is estimated that a further $3 billion was wagered on nSW thoroughbred racing with 

other australian wagering operators during 2009/10.

pRIZEmONEy aND RETuRNS TO OWNERS
the chart below summarises prizemoney and the number of meetings held by each sector of racing in nSW.

a total of 122 Metropolitan and provincial race meetings were held during the year.

country racing continues to conduct more taB race meetings than the 241 required by the racing industry’s agreement with 

tabcorp, with a total of 331 taB meetings including 12 meetings broadcast on Sky 2 from april 2010.

Minimum prizemoney levels were maintained across nSW, however, total Metropolitan prizemoney was impacted by reductions to 

group and listed prizemoney by the australian Jockey club.

BoBS bonuses grew again in 2009/10 to exceed $9 million which, along with increases in the total jockeys ride fees, saw total returns 

to owners of $140.9 million, marginally below 2008/09 levels.
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BENChmaRk pROgRammINg 
From 1 october 2009 Racing nSW introduced BenchMaRK 

programming and handicapping across nSW.

BenchMaRK races replaced rating band races and opened 

the eligibility for horses to contest races where their individual 

Benchmark figure is above that designated for a race. 

as such, an important objective from the introduction of 

BenchMaRK races and programming generally is to create 

racing opportunities for participants and attractive, interesting 

races for racing’s customers.

BenchMaRK programming was successful in the creation of 

racing opportunities for horses and participants. this is evidenced 

by the increase in average race field sizes and the fall in the 

proportion of small field sizes, especially in country nSW.

BenchMaRK races were also successful in creating more 

even and competitive racing with a reduction in beaten margins 

of horses in these races, particularly in the metropolitan and 

provincial areas. 

Since the introduction of BenchMaRK programming in 

nSW, other principal Racing authorities have adopted this 

method of programming. areas of Western australia, tasmania, 

northern territory and the South island of new Zealand have now 

incorporated BenchMaRK races into their programmes.

RaCE mEETINgS 

SECTOR  2003/ 
2004

2004/ 
2005

2005/ 
2006

2006/ 
2007

2007/ 
2008

2008/ 
2009

2009/ 
2010

Metropolitan 123 122 123 121 88 121 122

provincial 127 124 126 118 86 122 122

country taB 287 306 315 288 220 291 293

country Saturday taB 0 8 49 20 25 25 38

country non-taB 243 206 154 175 99 154 150

picnic 26 27 25 26 18 30 27

TOTal 752 743 536 748 792 793 806

the 2009/10 year saw a full schedule of Metropolitan racing, 

with small increases in the number of country taB meetings, 

and country Saturday taB meetings with non-taB meetings 

converted from april 2010 for taB coverage and broadcast.
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paymENTS TO RaCE CluBS FROm TaB FuNDINg
taB distributions to race clubs in 2009/10 were $147.1 million. taB distributions for 2007/08 and 2008/09 were impacted by equine 

influenza and Racing nSW’s declaration that an amount of $9.3 million to be carried forward to 2008/09. the chart below summarises 

distributions and returns to owners for each sector. in total, returns to owners by nSW race clubs have grown from 78% of their taB 

distributions since 2003/04, excluding BoBS bonuses and appearance fees.
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RaCES CONDuCTED 

SECTOR  03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10

Metropolitan 951 962 955 945 688 936 934

provincial 1,046 1,002 989 942 699 955 958

country taB 2,192 2,330 2,402 2,254 1,763 2,274 2,285

country Saturday 
taB

0 59 348 142 197 197 265

country non-taB 1,295 1,098 813 960 526 816 784

picnic 152 157 144 150 101 173 155

TOTal 5,636 5,608 5,651 5,393 3,974 5,351 5,381

the number of races conducted across nSW increased over 

2008/09, with additional Saturday taB meetings converted 

from non-taB fixtures and a large number of race divisions in the 

country sector.

RaCE STaRTERS  

SECTOR  03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10

Metropolitan 9,840 9,183 9,501 9,195 6,615 9,242 9,280

provincial 10,893 10,129 9,715 9,552 7,377 9,766 9,803

country taB 22,718 24,740 25,341 24,582 19,520 25,132 25,951

country Saturday 
taB

0 599 3,167 1,681 2,142 2,089 2,916

country non-taB 10,263 8,665 6,395 7,876 4,332 6,633 6,869

picnic 876 918 807 974 605 1,084 1,007

TOTal 54,590 54,234 54,926 53,860 40,591 53,946 55,826

the total number of race starters jumped by almost 3.5% 

across nSW in 2009/10. While an increase occurred in all sectors, 

the number of country starters increased markedly by more 

than 1,800 or 5% across the year, supported by strong underlying 

demand for race starts and BenchMaRK programming.

RaCE FIElD SIZES
as a whole across nSW, average field sizes increased to an 

average of 10.37 starters from 10.08 starters in 2008/09 and the 

highest of any of the past five years. 

examination of the figures by sector reveals that average 

metropolitan field sizes declined slightly falling from 10.01 to 9.94 

starters per race. 

the provincial average of 10.23 starters equalled that of 

2008/09. the country sector is where significant field size 

increases occurred in 2009/10.

the country taB average field size (excluding Saturday 

meetings) grew to 11.36 starters per race, up from 11.05 in 

2008/09. Similarly, country Saturday taB fields grew to an 

average of 11.0 starters per race and country non-taB averages 

expanded to 8.76 starters per race.

the picnic average field size also increased to 6.5 runners per 

race, up from 6.27 starters the previous year.

 
 
 
 

avERagE FIElD SIZES 

SECTOR 05/06 06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10 Change  
(09/10 vs 

08/09)

Metropolitan 9.95 9.73 9.6 10.01 9.94 -0.07

provincial 9.82 10.14 10.55 10.23 10.23 0.00

country taB 10.55 10.91 11.07 11.05 11.36 0.31

country Saturday taB 9.1 11.84 10.87 10.6 11 0.40

country non-taB 7.87 8.2 8.23 8.13 8.76 0.63

picnic 5.6 6.49 5.99 6.27 6.5 0.23

TOTal 9.72 9.99 10.21 10.08 10.37 0.29

there was a general decline in the proportion of races that had 

fields of less than 8 starters in 2009/10 from the previous year.

the proportion of Metropolitan races with small fields fell slightly 

in 2009/10 to 16.17% of races. the proportion of provincial races with 

small fields fell similarly to 14.1%, down from 16.75% in 2008/09

% OF Small FIElDS (lESS ThaN 8 STaRTERS) 

SECTOR 05/06 06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10

Metropolitan 15.08% 18.62% 22.62% 18.50% 16.17%

provincial 19.62% 16.67% 14.41% 16.75% 14.09%

country taB 13.57% 9.32% 12.37% 10.09% 8.93%

country Saturday taB 27.87% 11.27% 23.63% 11.86% 8.68%

country non-taB 55.47% 45.00% 43.60% 45.47% 33.16%

gROup aND lISTED RaCINg hIghlIghTS
nSW-trained horses produced numerous highlights in feature races 

in nSW and around australia throughout the 2009/10 season.

 of the 68 group one races run in australia during 2009/10 

season, 34 were won by trainers based in nSW. these top level 

successes were widely spread.

While none of these nSW-trained racehorses won three or more 

group one races, eight were successful in winning two group one 

races including:-

Danleigh (chris Waller, Rosehill): Manikato Stakes (Vic) and george 

Ryder Stakes (nSW)

Faint perfume (Bart cummings, Randwick): VRc oaks (Vic) and 

Storm Queen Stakes (nSW)

hot Danish (les Bridge, Randwick): all-aged Stakes (nSW) and 

Doomben 10,000 (Qld)

melito (gerald Ryan, Rosehill): t J Smith Stakes (nSW) and Winter 

Stakes (Qld)

Road to Rock (anthony cummings, Randwick): george Main Stakes 

(nSW) and Queen elizabeth Stakes (nSW)

Sniper’s Bullet (tracey Bartley, Mudgee): Railway Stakes (Wa) and 

Kingston town classic (Wa)

Theseo (gai Waterhouse, Randwick): chipping norton Stakes (nSW) 

and Ranvet Stakes (nSW)

Turffontein (anthony cummings, Randwick): Sir Rupert clarke 

Stakes (Vic) and William Reid Stakes (Vic).

Bart Cummings led the charge among nSW trainers with seven 

group one wins with both chris Waller and gai Waterhouse recording 

five group one wins.

*All NSW trained Group One winners are summarised on pages 32-33
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Keith Bulloch
General Manager – 

Regulatory

Functions
the general Manager – Regulatory manages the following 

functions:-

●● Race Fields legislation – Wagering operators approval to use 

nSW Race Field information, and make payment of required fees

●● licensing of industry personnel

●● Registration – nSW functions including changes of horse 

ownership; transfers, leases and syndicates

●● handicapping 

●● Syndications, licensed promoters and aSic communication

●● Racing colours 

●● Jockey Safety Secretariat

●● Rules of Racing, betting and some disciplinary enquiries in 

conjunction with Stewards

●● project work as assigned

●● Barrier Draw auditing, and

●● Swab sample quality transport and storage auditing.

the general Manager – Regulatory has senior management 

responsibility for each area including implementation of Board 

policy. Department activities are reported under department 

headings which follow. in addition to these, specific project work 

was undertaken, such as:-

NaTIONal JOCkEy lICENCE
at the aRB meeting in March 2010, their Board considered a 

proposal from the australian Jockeys’ association concerning the 

creation of a national licence for jockeys.

it was agreed the eastern seaboard jurisdictions would work 

to streamline licensing processes for jockeys riding interstate. 

a working party was appointed chaired by Racing nSW he 

general Manager – Regulatory. the working party completed 

phase 1 of the project and reported back to the aRB that all 

States could quickly move to adopt uniform process for 2010/11 

Jockey and apprentice Jockey licence renewals by:-

●● Waiving all licence fees for visiting riders

●● accept home State medical assessment in all cases, and

●● Simplify renewal application forms to carry standard Q&a’s 

and licence conditions.

phase 2 of the review will aim at further streamlining for 

2011/12 licence year to eliminate Multi-State jockey licence forms. 

this may hinge on legal input including the requirement for each 

State to maintain its legislative responsibility to approve or refuse 

a licence application and set rules and conditions of licence.

BENChmaRk pROgRammINg aND mERIT 
BaSED haNDICappINg 
the project work for the introduction of the Benchmark system 

effective 1 october 2009 included:-

●● Racing and Sports analysts and Racing nSW handicappers 

co-ordinate release of new Benchmark figures

●● i.t. requirements negotiated and development commenced 

between the three affected organisations – Racing nSW, 

Racing & Sports and RiSa

●● press release and web information formatted

●● nSW city and Regional Seminars conducted to explain and 

launch the system– Randwick, newcastle, Rosehill, Warwick 

Farm, Kembla, Wagga, Queanbeyan, Dubbo, tamworth, coffs 

harbour and Ballina

●● colour handbook completed explaining the Benchmark system

●● Distribution of handbook to all licensed nSW trainers, 

200 regular visiting interstate trainers, nSW (and visiting) 

licensed jockeys and jockey managers, owners, licensed 

wagering operators and industry groups such as Ricg 

members, associations, all nSW race clubs, interstate 

principal Racing authorities, William inglis and Magic Millions 

and all media organisations

●● arranged for demonstration of the Benchmark system to any 

interested trainers or their representatives, and

●● co-manage six-month review of Benchmark system 

including industry submissions.

CamERON REvIEW – 24/7 INTERNET aND 
TElEphONE WagERINg By BOOkmakERS 
Following a decision by Minister greene to adopt some 

recommendations from the cameron Review, the Regulatory 

Department assisted the office of liquor, gaming and Racing 

in the redrafting of Ministerial conditions applying to telephone 

Betting and internet Betting by Bookmakers.

Jockeys’ Safety Review  
hElmET TESTINg – upDaTE
the national Jockey Safety Review committee (‘nJSRc’) project 

was commissioned to research and design an improved jockey 

helmet to provide greater protection against severe head trauma. 

associate professor andrew Mcintosh, an expert in Bio-

Mechanics from the university of nSW (‘unSW’) School of Safety 

Science, completed his recommendations in 2009/10 after testing 

new combinations of helmet material to measure how they 

would react under different pressures. Favourable results were 

produced from elementary prototype testing.

as the first stage of possible commercial manufacture of the 

safer helmet design, albion Sports pty ltd has entered into an 

arrangement with Racing nSW (on behalf of nJSRc) and unSW 

to prototype helmet design for commercial manufacture.

the prototype helmets utilised a range of existing albion 

outer shells with professor Mcintosh’s recommended new inner 

lining material.

the purpose is initially to test the current albion products 

outer shell for ease of manufacture if one should meet or be very 

close to the high performance european Standards requirement 

– this standard far exceeds current horse industry standards in 

impact requirements and cushioning minimums. 

the performance test indicators favoured at least one of the 

current albion outer shell products meeting the standard.

the next test stage is to fit the helmet with a single moulded 
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piece of the inner lining material and test again. each process 

takes us one step closer to realisation.

however, the still unknown factor is the final size and weight 

required of the helmet to provide optimum protection. obviously the 

objective is to keep the helmet as small and lightweight as possible.

NaTIONal JOCkEy SaFETy REvIEW 
COmmITTEE – OThER
items currently under the review of the nJSRc include:

●● australian Racing incidents Database management 

●● plastic Running Rails/Marker pegs review

●● national Medical Standards for all jockeys 

●● Bone Density studies

●● compulsory testing for riders after concussion, and

●● Minimum handicap Weights in group and listed races.

licensing
the Racing nSW licensing Department is responsible for the 

issuing of nSW industry licences.

criteria regarding applicant’s qualifications apply, depending 

on the category of licence sought. gary Rudge is licensing 

Supervisor, assisted by Matinde James.

licensing decisions are reviewed or made by the Racing 

nSW licensing committee – a panel of Managers representing 

licensing, Stewards, legal Division and industry training and 

chaired by the general Manager-Regulatory.

the licensing committee met on four occasions during 

2009/2010. the role of the licensing committee with oversight 

of the chief executive and Board is to make decisions on licence 

applications and to recommend licensing policy and procedure 

for Racing nSW. applicants for licences may also be further 

interviewed at these meetings.

in 2009/10 the committee at these meetings;

●● conducted 17 interviews in relation to licence and other 

applications

●● considered 30 licence applications that were referred 

to them by the licensing Supervisor, of which 20 were 

approved, 7 refused and 3 deferred

●● considered 11 other matters that were referred to them 

including licensee disciplinary matters & proposed 

amendments to licensing policy and procedures, and

●● approved 7 bookmaker licence applications.

the committee also reviewed and agreed with the approval of 

the following:-

●● 85 trainer licences

●● 2 trainer partnerships

●● 15 Jockey licences 

●● 41 applications to register an apprentice Jockey 

●● 22 applications to transfer the indentures of an apprentice Jockey 

●● 13 applications from an apprentice Jockey to extend their 

indentures

●● 13 Rider agent licences

●● 551 Stable employee licences (95 refused due to the 

applicant not obtaining the required police certificate), and

●● 65 Bookmakers clerks licences (5 refused due to the 

applicant not obtaining the required police certificate).

COmpaRISON OF lICENSINg STaTISTICS –  
09/10 vS. 08/09
nSW licensing statistics experience slight variances from 

year to year. licences for all categories excluding forepersons, 

stablehands and bookmakers clerks expire on 30 June, meaning 

that full end of year figures for the other categories are available 

for comparison.

the total number of trainers licensed in 2009/10 (1170) when 

compared to the previous season was down by 1.9%. taking into 

account that there were 1176 trainers registered two years ago 

2007/08, which represents a 0.5% decrease, it can be seen that 

numbers have been reasonably static over a 3-year period.

there was a 6.7% increase in the number of jockeys registered 

vs. last season. this number is effected by those interstate-

based jockeys who ride in nSW during the season, who vary their 

involvement based purely on available rides.

For example, it may depend on whether the trainer’s stable 

that they ride for, brings horses to race in nSW in any particular 

season. the number of locally-based jockeys (162 vs. 163) is a 

more accurate comparison and numbers in this category have 

been reasonably static over the previous four or so seasons. 

Licensing Statistics – Final 2009/10 vs. 2008/09

metropolitan provincial Country Total

Total
09/10

total
08/09

Total
09/10

total
08/09

Total
09/10

total
08/09

Total
09/10

total
08/09

Trainers 110 111 212 222 848 860 1170 1193

Jockeys 94 89 24 28 184 171 302 288

Apprentices 16 20 14 9 107 86 137 115

Trial Appr 5 3 3 4 17 20 25 27

Picnic Riders - - - - 51 49 51 49

Trial Pic Rid - - - - 7 11 7 11

Bookmakers 58 61 10 9 135 143 203 213

BM Clerks* 365 418 48 49 309 314 722 781

SH Riders* 312 289 160 172 563 581 1035 1042

SH Non-TW* 608 623 355 412 876 882 1839 1917

Foreperson* 101 94 48 49 144 141 293 284

Rider Agents 21 23 9 5 20 18 50 46

nB – All jockeys or apprentices who ride in NSW are required to hold a 

licence in this state. As such the above statistics include those who are 

based interstate. Resident NSW jockeys – 162 (163); apprentices – 84 (70).

* licenses for forepersons, stablehands and bookmakers 

clerks now expire on 31 october each season. as final numbers 

for these categories will not be established until 31/10/2010, 

the above represents those registered as at 30/06/10. all other 

categories represent final figures.

Registration
Racing information Services australia (‘RiSa’) manages the 

Registrar of Racehorses which process all new horse registrations 

nationally. Racing nSW is a stakeholder in RiSa.

Separately, Racing nSW acts as Deputy Registrar for nSW 

registration functions which include transfer of ownership, leases, 

Syndication and colours. caitlin churchill is administration co-

ordinator for the area, assisted part-time by Bev lawless. 

hORSE REgISTRaTION – NSW
By the end of the 2009/2010 financial year the Registrar of 

Racehorses (RoR) had registered 13,505 horses, 4071 of those 

being recorded as nSW. although slightly down on the previous 

season’s figures, the number of horses registered from nSW 

remains as the largest contributor to the national figure. 
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TRaNSFER/lEaSES/SyNDICaTES – NSW
Transfers: the regulatory department recorded 2,177 transfer of 

ownerships for the 2009/2010 financial year.

this year Racing nSW, in collaboration with other principal 

Racing authorities, launched a national ‘transfer of ownership’ 

form. this uniform document was aimed to assist in the 

simplification of the transfer process, making these documents 

easier for owners to understand and complete. 
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leases: leases in nSW remained popular this year, with figures 

holding steady over the past three seasons.

leases, where people can lease a horse from an owner for a set 

period – say three years – are a lower cost option for owners to enter 

or stay in the racing game without the initial outlay of purchase. the 

lessees pay the training costs and in return receive the majority of any 

prizemoney won; many leases include options to buy.

Syndicates: the number of nSW registered syndicates has 

improved from the previous season. Syndicates can include up to 

20 people, or be a company, firm or stud syndicate.

a national total of 1308 syndicates were registered, with 387 

of those being registered in nSW. the majority of these syndicates 

are made up of groups of people, with only 18.6% being registered 

companies and a very small % being stud or farm syndicates.

RaCINg COlOuRS NSW
Racing nSW registered 219 sets of colours during the 2009/2010 

financial year – an increase on the previous two seasons. these are 

either new sets or those that are due on their 5-year renewal cycle.

there have been registration requests for increasingly diverse 

colours with an intricate variety of designs and patterns. 
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Race Fields legislation 
maNagEmENT OF lEgISlaTIvE 
REquIREmENTS
the Racing administration act 1998 (the act) provides that all 

australian wagering operators (which includes Bookmakers, 

taB’s, corporate Bookmakers and Betting exchanges) must seek 

the approval of Racing nSW to use nSW thoroughbred race field 

information. the approval process came into effect on  

1 September 2008 and approvals are issued for a financial year  

(or part there of).

nSW thoroughbred race field information is considered to 

be any information that identifies, or is capable of identifying, 

the name/s or number/s of horses that have nominated for, 

or will take part in, a thoroughbred race to be held at a nSW 

thoroughbred race meeting, or that has been scratched or 

withdrawn from a thoroughbred race meeting. “use” includes 

amongst other things, any oral, visual, written, electronic or other 

display or communication.

the act also provides that Racing nSW may set conditions 

on approval holders who use nSW thoroughbred race field 

information.

certain publication of race fields, such as for not-for-profit 

social purposes or by other approved racing organisations 

and media bodies is allowed and is not subject to Racing nSW 

Standard conditions. the Standard conditions which approval 

holders must comply with include:-

●● integrity and quality control processes regarding the 

recording of betting information and Key employee 

accreditation;

●● Reporting requirements regarding wagering turnover on 

nSW races and payment of fees, and 

●● other conditions designed to enable Racing nSW to 

administer the Race Fields information use legislation.

2009/10 amendments:  Following consultation with wagering 

operators, amendments were made to the previous Standard 

conditions and introduced for the 2009/10 approval period:

●● For wagering operators paying fees to Racing nSW a 

settlement was completed at the end of each calendar 

quarter in addition to the settlement at the end of the 

approval period

●● Wagering operators were previously required to maintain the 

same monthly instalment throughout the approval period. 

Racing nSW amended this clause to allow the wagering 

operators to submit an application for a re-assessment at 

the end of December each year. this amendment was to 

take into consideration any change in business activity and 

to ensure the monthly instalment reflected more closely the 

actual turnover of the wagering operator, and

●● Wagering operators not paying fees to Racing nSW were only 

required to submit a half yearly report (31 December) and a 

Final certificate (30 June) rather than each quarter.

clare Wilson, as Racefields and Wagering Supervisor, is the 

officer responsible for the administration of the race fields area 

including initial assessments and recommendations to the he 

general Manager – Regulatory regarding applications, the applicable 

fee for wagering operators, audit reporting and financial reporting.

after the initial application process, an ongoing reporting 

process, annual renewal and audit monitoring program is a 

requirement of continued approval to use nSW thoroughbred 

Race Fields.

at the end of the 2009/10 approval period the total number 

of australian wagering operators approved to use nSW 

thoroughbred race fields was 376. Racing nSW conducted 

wagering turnover audits of a number of approval holders.

other regulatory duties of the Racefields and Wagering 

Supervisor include reviewing applications from bookmakers 

for internet wagering approvals, monitoring of telephone and 

internet betting by nSW bookmakers and assisting Stewards 

with betting enquiries.

handicapping
the Racing nSW handicapping Department is responsible for 

the issuing of weights for the 88,000+ nominations that race in 

nSW (and act) each season. the number of actual starters is 

over 55,000.

Racing nSW handicappers work as a panel, providing the final 

assessment for each horse in the Metropolitan, provincial and 

country areas (including the act). Members are handicapping 

Manager and Senior handicapper, Damien hay; Senior 

handicapper, craig leet; handicapper Ben Dunn, and two cadets, 

Shane cuthbert and alex Dunkerley. 

the senior handicappers supervise the process to ensure the 

handicapping service is of a high standard.

new handicapping panel members work with and under the 

supervision of the senior handicappers, starting with set-weight 

races, whilst also learning the components of handicapping and 

assessment of horses. early training starts with country events and 

progresses to provincial and Metropolitan events as skills develop.

the racing season of 2009/10 saw a significant change for the 

department with the implementation of Benchmark programming 

and Merit Based handicapping to replace the previous Ratings 

handicapping method.

the new system was released effective 1 october 2009, with 

the panel working to fine tune figures during the changeover and 

make a smooth transition from a traditional handicapping model 

to a unique and new merit based process.

a three step approach designed by Racing nSW has provided 

the handicappers with superior information and analytical tools to 

deliver a fair and consistent assessment to all horses against the 

entire nSW horse population.

the three stage process was decided with primary focus on 

Racing nSW handicappers having the final determination for the 

weight released for each horse:-

1) the merit based assessment process begins with a 

mathematical (computer-based) calculation from proprietary 

software developed by Racing & Sports pty ltd. under 

contract to Racing nSW,

2) the computer ranking is then internally reviewed by 

experienced form analysts who then provide Racing nSW a 

recommendation within 48 hours of each horse running, and

3) Finally the Racing nSW handicapping panel reviews the 

background to the recommendation, the race film and other 

race data, then determines and publishes the updated 

Benchmark figure for each horse.

Since the introduction of the Benchmark system, statistics 

show that average field sizes in Benchmark races have increased 

in relation to ratings races of the previous year (2008/09). 

average field sizes have an effect on the competitiveness of a 

race and the betting turnover.

Fields are finishing closer together producing more exciting 

finishes – the Standard Deviation used to measure the spread 

of margins has reduced which is in part a reflection of the 

competitive assessments applied by the handicapping panel.
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Results have displayed that betting markets are more 

competitive in Benchmark races providing more complex form 

assessment for punters. the number of odds-on favourites has 

also dropped dramatically.

the inclusiveness of Benchmark racing has seen trainers 

able to enter horses for races for which they were previously 

ineligible.

as a consequence, trainers are willing to start horses with 

high weights 60-64kg when they ‘handicap’ the horse themselves 

by entering in a Benchmark race. this has seen horses who 

struggled to win under the old ratings system, return to form and 

earn prizemoney for connections.

REgISTERED NSW SyNDICaTE pROmOTERS 
aND auThORISED REpRESENTaTIvES
Racing nSW continues to act in its appointed role as australian 

Securities investment commission lead regulator for the 

syndication of racehorses in nSW.

at the end of 2009/10 there were 15 approved promoters 

and 2 authorised Representatives. there were a total of 90 

promotions in 2009/10, the same as the previous financial year.

Syndication prices based on 10% shares:

price Range 2009/10 
Number

2008/09 
Number 

2007/08
Number

<$10,000 44 52 41

$10,000 to $29,999 46 37 36

> $30,000 0 1 0

Syndication horse purchase price:

2008/09
price Range

2009/10
Number

2008/09 
Number 

2007/08
Number

<$10,000 3 3 1

$10,000 to $29,999 11 17 7

$30,000 to $59,000 23 23 22

$60,000 to $99,000 28 22 15

$100,000 + 25 25 32

there were no horses offered with a share price over $30,000 

but an increase in the number offered in the $10,000 to $29,999 

price range.

there was an increase in the number of horses purchased in 

the $60,000 to $99,000 price range while a decline in the number 

whose purchase price was between $10,000 to $29,000.
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Ray Murrihy
General Manager 

Integrity – Chairman 
of Stewards

Stewards Department
FuNCTIONS
the activities of Stipendiary Stewards include:-

●● ensuring the safe conduct and integrity of racing;

●● ensuring the welfare of the racehorse;

●● officiating at all race meetings and official trials in nSW;

●● attending and supervising trackwork;

●● conducting track and stable inspections;

●● administering drug testing operations, including out-of-

competition testing;

●● addressing rider, track and horse safety issues;

●● conducting inquiries into race rides and conduct of licensed 

persons;

●● conducting of sampling of riders and stable employees for 

banned substances;

●● Regulating and investigating wagering activities, and

●● investigating the use of illegal substances.

pERSONNEl ChaNgES
Departures: 

Steve Railton – to hong Kong Jockey club

Steve carvosso

tate hudson

Michael costa

appointments:

Raymond livingstone (Metropolitan panel)

tim Saladine (Deputy chief Steward – nRRa)

Mark holloway (Deputy chief Steward – cDRa/WRa)

Sam Woolaston (Metropolitan panel)

STEWaRDS INquIRIES
During the 2009/10 year, the panel presided over a broad range of 

inquiries involving offences under the Rules of Racing. With regard 

to offences by jockeys, breaches of:-

●● aR137(a) careless Riding, amounted to 320 suspensions of 

licence;

●● aR137(b) Failure to ride horse out to finish – 11 suspensions 

of licence;

●● aR137a(5) Whip related offences – 82 suspensions of licence;

●● aR145 Weighing in overweight – 4 suspensions of licence, 

including a 3-week suspension to Damien oliver handed 

down for returning overweight in finishing second on Road to 

Rock in the group 1-Doncaster handicap during the Sydney 

autumn carnival.

the Stewards also attended 24 appeals before the Racing 

nSW appeal panel from their decisions throughout the course of 

the year, with leave granted by the appeal panel for the appellant 

to withdraw on 9 occasions.

in March and april 2010, separate inquiries involving the 

betting activities of regional jockeys resulted in a suspension 

being handed down to James geppert for placing bets in a taB 

outlet in orange.

an inquiry involving betting activities on the taree Jockeys’ 

challenge of 28 January 2010, resulted in licensed jockey Danny 

peisley being suspended for 5 months (concurrent with penalty of 

three months on 7 april 2010) for offences under aR175(q).

DRug TESTINg aND SuRvEIllaNCE
this year’s sampling figures show a slight, but significant increase 

over the 2008/09 figure. 

a total of 12,459 samples were collected for analysis with 

an overall industry ratio of samples to starters of 1:4.5, in the 

metropolitan area the ratio was 1:1.88

in addition, strategies placed increased emphasis on out 

of competition samples being collected across nSW to screen 

for substances such as epo which may be difficult to detect in 

raceday swabs yet may still affect performance. 

Stewards conducted early morning stable attendance of 

metropolitan and provincial stables particularly on major carnival 

racedays.

inspections of raceday horse transports across the metropolitan, 

provincial and country sectors were also conducted throughout the 

year. these measures being designed to complement the extensive 

sampling programme across all race sectors.

in total 19 positive swabs were dealt with by Stewards 

involving penalties to trainers of disqualifications and suspensions 

(up to 6 months) and fines (up to $10,000).

in addition, Stewards significantly increased rider and 

stablehand testing (up 49% from last year) conducted across a 

broad spectrum of race meetings, trials, trackwork and stable visits.

this involved breath and urine sampling for a range of 

banned substances with 63 offences for licensed persons 

detected and penalties of suspension or disqualification of 

licence handed down. 

in licensee swab cases, emphasis was placed on rehabilitation 

and educative processes with access to professional counselling 

provided and encouragement in the form of reduction in penalty 

being offered.

penalties handed down reflect both specific and general 

deterrence to offenders bearing in mind the very serious 

occupational, health and safety issues posed by illicit drug use. 

CONFERENCES aND TRIBuNalS
chairman of Stewards, Ray Murrihy, as the chairman of the 

national chairman of Stewards advisory group, represented the 

national Stewards at australian Racing Board and integrity and 

Welfare executive committee level.

in addition Mr Murrihy represented Racing nSW at ncoS 

conferences and co-chaired the international Stewards Forum at 

the 33rd asian Racing conference, Sydney. Some 43 delegates 

from 22 racing jurisdictions worldwide participated in this very 

successful forum.
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NEW DEvElOpmENTS
Whip Reform: on 1 august 2009 after extensive consultation 

new whip rules were introduced by the australian Racing Board 

(aRB) with a view to protecting the welfare of the racehorse and 

bringing racing into line with contemporary community standards.

these rules limit the manner and circumstances in which the 

whip may be used and saw the introduction of the padded whip 

which is now used across most international racing jurisdictions.

Mandatory whip seminars were conducted across nSW and 

an educational video was produced and provided to each jockey 

and apprentice. 

these whip rules were further amended by the aRB on 26 

September 2009 to address concerns of industry members. the 

amendments provide more discretion to riders in their use of the 

whip over the final 100-metres. 

Scratching from feature races: on 1 September 2009 aR63 

came into effect to require nominators to immediately withdraw 

a horse from a feature race when a decision has been made not 

to start.

the rule was introduced to circumvent suggestions of ‘insider 

trading’ whereby betting takes place around a favoured runner 

which is later withdrawn or does not accept.

keeping of treatment records: an important step in 

maintaining integrity of racing was formalised when on 1 

September 2009, aR178F was introduced making it mandatory 

that every racehorse trainer keep full and accurate records of all 

treatments administered to each horse in their stable.

Trespassers: on 1 July 2009, the Sporting Venues (invasion) 

act 2003 was amended to include a racecourse in those sporting 

venues whereby it is a punishable offence to enter a restricted area.

the legislation allows for ‘on the spot’ fines of $500, court 

penalties of $5,500 plus bans extending from 12 months to 

lifetime. action has already been taken under this legislation 

against three ‘streakers’ entering the course proper at nSW race 

meetings. 

plating at the barriers: protocols were developed and 

approved by Racing nSW to provide a consistent approach to 

the plating of horses behind the barriers particularly covering 

situations whereby a plate cannot be replaced.

Dust Storm: the 23 September 2009 saw a first in 

metropolitan racing as Stewards were forced to abandon the 

canterbury park race meeting when a severe dust storm 

enveloped Sydney raising visibility and oh&S issues for both 

horses and riders.

lIaISONS aND CONTaCTS 
industry matters continued to be addressed through liaison by the 

Racing nSW Stewards panel with a number of bodies, including:-

●● nSW Racehorse owners association

●● Keeper of the Stud Book

●● australian Racing Board

●● nSW Jockeys’ association

●● nSW trainers association

●● nSW Bookmakers’ co-operative ltd

●● australian equine Veterinary association

●● Royal Society of prevention of cruelty to animals

●● Racing nSW integrity assurance committee

●● national equine integrity and Welfare advisory group

●● combined Racing codes committee

●● licensing enforcement agency

●● national Jockey Safety Review committee

●● australian Racecourse Managers association

●● interstate and overseas principal Racing authorities

●● aRB Medical officer

●● australian Jockeys’ association

17
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VeteRinaRy SeRViceS 

Dr Craig Suann
Senior Official  
Veterinarian

ROlE OF ThE RaCINg NSW vETERINaRy 
DEpaRTmENT
●● to provide and supervise veterinary services at metropolitan 

and provincial racetracks and to supervise veterinary 

services provided by local practitioners at nSW country 

tracks;

●● Monitor the sample collection process at metropolitan and 

provincial tracks;

●● provide advice to the ceo,  Board and industry on veterinary 

and equine health and welfare issues, and on matters relating 

to prohibited substances and their detection;

●● assist the australian Racing Forensic laboratory (aRFl) in 

developing and improving drug detection methods through 

the conduct of drug administration trials;

●● Represent Racing nSW on national and international groups 

and committees deliberating on veterinary, equine welfare, 

emergency animal diseases and drug control policy matters;

●● provide expert evidence to Stewards and to appeals and 

other hearings for all three racing codes in the state.

kEy OpERaTIONal aCTIvITIES aND 
aChIEvEmENTS
●● Monitored raceday and non-raceday injuries and fatalities 

throughout the State, ensuring the timely recording of these 

incidents on the national aRiD/Sirius incident database;

●● continued the ongoing approval process for new 

veterinarians applying to officiate at country race meetings, 

including those attending non-taB meetings, and updated 

the document ‘a guide for official racing veterinarians in 

nSW’;

●● continued to conduct drug administration trials for the 

aRFl, and managed the operations of Racing nSW’s animal 

care and ethics committee which supervises and monitors 

the health and welfare of the research horses utilised by 

Racing nSW;

●● participated in and co-ordinated other veterinarians for 

the out of competition testing program for horses in racing 

stables;

●● collaborated with the aRFl on routine and strategic drug 

control issues;

●● Represented the racing industry on the Rural industries 

Research and Development corporation (RiRDc) equine 

research and development advisory committee, responsible 

for assessing and approving equine research proposals 

submitted to RiRDc;

●● as the chairman of the australian Racing Board’s national 

equine integrity & Welfare advisory group (neiWag), Dr 

Suann convened a meeting of the group in adelaide on 

3 and 4 august 2009 where the following matters were 

considered:-

 ◗ testing for therapeutic substances, reporting levels,

 ◗ Research and development:

- RiRDc equine R&D projects

- current projects in racing laboratories

- equine therapeutics Research australia (etRa) 

progress

 ◗ hydrocortisone hemisuccinate

 ◗ tco2 testing

 ◗ policy/guidelines regarding intra-articular injections

 ◗ Veterinary involvement in monitoring for excessive use 

of the whip

 ◗ Review of uS/South african research into effects of 

furosemide on bleeders (eiph) 

 ◗ horse welfare:

- aged horse policy

- Retirement of racehorses

- hot weather policies

- Welfare guidelines for australian thoroughbred 

horseracing

 ◗ Recording of incident/injury data at race meetings

 ◗ treatment books/records and new aR.178F

 ◗ equine influenza:

- Review and where are we now?

- emergency animal Disease Response agreement

- ongoing vaccination policy

 ◗ Shoeing issues and new gear

●● as one of two international veterinary members on 

the advisory council on prohibited Substances to the 

international Federation of horseracing authorities (iFha), 

Dr Suann attended a meeting of the advisory council 

convened during the 18th international conference of Racing 

analysts and Veterinarians held in March 2010. Matters 

considered by the advisory council included:-

 ◗ new approaches to the testing for therapeutic 

substances, including ‘reporting levels’ (or ‘screening 

limits’) for a defined group of therapeutic substances 

and more reliable detection periods, with a view to 

international harmonisation of same,

 ◗ plasma theobromine threshold,

 ◗ Review of the international model definition of 

‘prohibited substance’,

 ◗ the development of a new article of the international 

agreement dealing with ‘prohibited practices’ in racing 

and breeding.

●● Was appointed as a member of the iFha horse Welfare 

advisory committee,

●● attended the 18th international conference of Racing 

analysts and Veterinarians, co-presenting a number of 

scientific papers, and chairing sessions dealing with injury 

management and the role of the expert witness in Stewards’ 

inquiries, appeals and other tribunals. topics covered during 

the conference included:-

 ◗ innovative new drug testing strategies,

 ◗ protein-based drugs (e.g. epo, growth hormone),

 ◗ horse welfare issues, including track type, design and 

maintenance, two-year-old racing, whips, retirement of 

racehorses, husbandry practices,
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 ◗ alternative approaches to tco2 testing,

 ◗ use of plasma for testing for anabolic steroids,

 ◗ injury prevention, injury reporting and data collection 

and management,

 ◗ injury management,

 ◗ exercise programs for optimal conditioning of young 

horses,

 ◗ intelligence on regional drug use/abuse,

 ◗ exercise induced pulmonary haemorrhage “eiph” (also 

known as bleeding)

 ◗ Medication practices in racing,

 ◗ update on advances in exercise physiology,

 ◗ Routine use of non-steroidal drugs post-race as an aid or 

hindrance to recovery,

 ◗ Metabolic heat syndrome in racehorses.

●● at the invitation of equine Veterinarians australia, 

delivered a presentation on ‘current veterinary and drug 

detection issues in racing in nSW’ to State members of the 

association,

●● attended the international Stewards conference convened 

as part of the asian Racing conference, presenting a paper 

on ‘Racing in hot Weather’, and during the same week 

convened the Veterinary session at the australian Racing 

conference, attended by raceday official veterinarians from 

nSW and Victoria.

RaCINg NSW aNImal CaRE aND EThICS 
COmmITTEE (aCEC)
the Racing nSW animal care and ethics committee (acec) was 

established according to the requirements of the nSW animal 

Research act nSW 1985 to monitor and supervise the team of 

research horses used for drug administration trials conducted as 

part of the research and development program of the australian 

Racing Forensic laboratory (aRFl).

the committee is chaired by Racing nSW chief executive, 

peter V’landys, and its external members are tony gregory 

(category c member), John Muir (category D member), and Ms 

adrienne clark (horse carer).

category a member is Senior official Veterinarian, Dr craig 

Suann, and category B member is Dr andrew McKinney, Senior 

Scientist (Research) at aRFl. the Racing nSW research horses 

reside at Muskoka Farms.

the committee approved three research proposals during 

the reporting period. included in these proposals was one that 

facilitated ongoing drug administration trials that would assist 

the laboratory in improving its drug testing capabilities, while 

another proposal would permit a study specifically examining the 

detection of a new erythropoietin (epo) analogue.

the Racing industry consultation group (Ricg) was 

established under the thoroughbred Racing amendment Bill 

2008 and has the function under that act to consult with 

and make recommendations to Racing nSW on matters 

concerning horse racing in the State.

Membership is made up of one representative from each 

of the australian Jockey club, Sydney turf club, unions 

nSW, the provincial Racing association of nSW, Racing nSW 

country, the nSW Racehorse owners association, the nSW 

thoroughbred Breeders association, the nSW Jockeys’ 

association and the nSW trainers association.

the current representatives are:-

michael kenny – (chairman) Sydney turf club

Darren pearce – australian Jockey club

Russ Collison – unions nSW

geoff Barnett – provincial Racing association of nSW

gordon lindley – Racing nSW country

Ray mcDowell – nSW Racehorse owners association

Derek Field – nSW thoroughbred Breeders association

paul Innes – nSW Jockeys’ association

Rob Colquhoun – nSW trainers association

Ricg has met on 12 occasions during the year and at 

seven of those meetings met with the chief executive of 

Racing nSW. a meeting with members of Racing nSW was 

also held on 16 november 2009.

During the year Ricg has been active in addressing 

matters of significance within the nSW racing industry and 

issues referred to it by Racing nSW in a consultative role. 

Ricg has made submissions to, or recommendations on, 

the following issues to Racing nSW:-

 ◗ Whip Rules 

 ◗ Venue Minimum Standards 

 ◗ Workers compensation policies

 ◗ codes of conduct

 ◗ apprentice trust accounts 

 ◗ Race club Registration

 ◗ owner/trainer agreements

 ◗ partners agreements

Ricg made submissions to the productivity commission 

Report on Wagering and to the Minister for gaming and 

Racing on the Racing nSW Board appointment process. 

contributions were made to the Racing nSW Strategic 

plan and comment provided on workers compensation 

finances, changes to the tax laws affecting hobby farmers 

and BoBS extra funding. 

the period under review has been rewarding in 

establishing Ricg as an integral component of the 

administration of nSW racing. that process has been 

made easier by the co-operation and enthusiasm of all the 

members of Ricg.

as chairman, i thank the members for their contribution 

as well as Brian Judd as executive officer. 

on behalf of Ricg i express our appreciation for the support 

and assistance provided by the chairman and members of 

Racing nSW and ceo peter V’landys during the year. 

- M.T. Kenny (RICG Chairman)
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FuNCTION aND aCCREDITaTION
the australian Racing Forensic laboratory (aRFl) serves 

Racing nSW and other clients through the provision of sampling 

kits, the analysis of both human and animal biological samples 

for prohibited substances, and participation in research to 

broaden the scope and improve the efficiency of drug detection 

techniques.

aRFl is accredited by the national association of testing 

authorities to the iSo/iec 17025 standard, and also by the 

association of official Racing chemists. it is one of only five 

laboratories in the world accredited to analyse samples for the 

Fédération equestre internationale (Fei), the others being in the 

united Kingdom, France, hong Kong and the united States.

SamplINg kITS
Sampling kits for urine and blood collection are distributed to all 

racing centres in new South Wales and to other clients around 

australia. the kits involve several layers of security and are 

uniquely numbered to enable tracking to ensure that all kits are 

accounted for.

Kits are tracked by the laboratory information Management 

System from the time they leave aRFl until return, then through 

the analytical and reporting process to storage and eventual 

sample disposal. non-compliance with sampling protocols is 

monitored and reported to the Stewards for investigation.

aNalySIS OF SamplES
over 25,000 animal samples are analysed annually with only a 

very small percentage found to contain prohibited substances 

(table 1).

negative samples are generally reported within 10 working 

days of receipt at aRFl. positive findings are confirmed by 

referee analysis at another accredited racing laboratory.

Table 1 – Animal sample statistics 1 July 2009 to 30 June 

2010

Total 
urine

Total 
Blood

 TCO2 
  tests

EpO 
tests

prohibited 
Substances 

Detected

Metropolitan T’breds NSW 1840 3326 3239 -     3

Provincial T’breds NSW 1334 1206 1134 -     2

Country T’breds NSW  3728 1025  609 -   14 

Other clients 5960 3573 2678 -   56

TOTAL 12862 9130 7660 -   75

Out of Competition T’breds  -   - - 801    0

Out of Competition Others -   -   - 211    0

TOTAL 1012

human urine samples collected from jockeys, track riders 

and stablehands are also tested for banned substances in 

accordance with aR81B.

approximately 13% of these samples were found to contain 

banned substances (table 2). heightened surveillance by Racing 

nSW Stewards resulted in aRFl receiving a 49% increase in 

sample numbers for analysis, generating a 91% increase in 

Dr Andrew McKinney
Scientific Director – 

ARFL
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detected positives on 2008-2009 figures.

Table 2 – Human sample statistics  

1 July 2009 to 30 June 2010

human Samples urine Banned  
Substances 

Detected

Metropolitan NSW 145 13

Provincial NSW 95 7

Country NSW 238 40

Other Racing NSW 23 3

Other clients 46 6

TOTAL 547 69

aRFl also performs referee analyses to confirm the findings 

of other australian and international racing laboratories. From  

1 July 2009 to 30 June 2010 this totalled 43 analyses.

RESEaRCh
aRFl conducts research both internally and in collaboration with 

universities and other institutions into the detection of new drugs 

and the improvement of analytical methodology.

another important research focus is the generation of data 

relating to the equine metabolism and excretion of therapeutic 

substances to assist trainers and veterinarians in avoiding drug 

positives following legitimate animal medication.

to this end, aRFl is heavily involved in the equine 

therapeutics Research australia (etRa) project involving all four 

australian racing laboratories and three australian universities 

with major funding from the Rural industries Research and 

Development corporation (RiRDc) and State thoroughbred 

racing regulators.

aRFl research of wider significance is published in peer 

reviewed journals or conference proceedings.

aRFl maintains a prominent research presence at the 

biannual international conference of Racing analysts and 

Veterinarians (icRaV), which is the premier international venue 

for the exchange of new ideas and technology in animal sports 

drug testing.

in March 2010, aRFl representatives attended the 18th 

icRaV meeting in Queenstown, new Zealand, with one of 

our scientists successful in winning the title of best poster 

presentation by a presenter under the age of forty.

qualITy aSSuRaNCE
aRFl holds australian and international accreditation, and 

accordingly participates in internal and external quality assurance 

programs to monitor its performance.

Quality control samples are analysed as part of every sample 

batch to ensure proper operation, and all analytical data is 

checked by two analysts to minimise the chance of human error.

procedures are also regularly assessed through the blind 

analysis of spiked samples or samples obtained from drug 

administration trials.

Several times a year, accredited racing laboratories in 

australia, new Zealand and the united Kingdom exchange 

batches of anonymous cleared samples to monitor the possibility 

of prohibited substances failing to be detected.

aDDITIONal ClIENTS
aRFl’s major external clients during the July 2009-June 2010 

period were greyhound Racing nSW and harness Racing nSW.

as an accredited Fei Reference laboratory, aRFl also 

receives Fei samples from across South-east asia as well as all 

samples from events held by equestrian australia.

other clients include Darwin turf club, alice Springs turf 

club, canberra Race club, Royal agricultural Society, australian 

endurance Riders association and Show horse council of australia.

in addition, aRFl’s capabilities are regularly utilised by external 

clients doing pharmacokinetic studies of drugs in various animal 

species. as a departmental initiative to secure new sources of 

income, the laboratory is positioning itself to enter new markets 

with some initial success in the field of workplace drug testing.
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SEaSON hIghlIghTS
Since 2002 the Breeder owner Bonus Scheme has been paying 

bonus prizemoney when horses bred in nSW and nominated for 

the scheme win races in this State.

●● the 2009/10 season set another record with $9.1 million 

being paid. this comprised of $6.9 million in cash and another 

$2.2 million in Double-up vouchers for the purchase of 

further nSW-bred yearlings.

●● 1152 bonuses were won during the season, an increase of 96 

on the previous year. 

●● of the 1152 bonuses, two-year-olds won 158 (13.7%) and 

three-year-olds won 994 (86.3%)

●● the leading 15 sires by value of bonuses won come from 

seven different studs. all but three of these stallions are 

australian-bred

●● 2605 two-year-olds were entered for BoBS 2009 with 857 of 

those nominated for BoBS extra as well

●● the introduction of BoBS extra, paying bonuses from 1 

august 2010 to horses four-years-old and older winning 

over distances from 1600-metres upwards, is forecast 

to stimulate the breeding of slower maturing types and 

strengthen middle-distance and staying events in nSW

●● one in three BoBS bonuses won during the 2009/10 season 

was being taken as a Double-up voucher, as owners opted 

to reinvest in BoBS-eligible yearlings rather than take the 

cash. through BoBS Double-up Racing nSW has now 

injected more than $10 million directly into the nSW breeding 

industry, to the benefit of breeders, owners and trainers

●● at the major yearling sales in nSW and the Queensland gold 

coast almost 90% of yearlings offered were BoBS-eligible, 

demonstrating the outstanding strength of the breeding 

industry in this State.

the top 10 horses by value of BoBS bonuses won are listed 

right. another 10 horses won bonuses worth $40,000 in  

cash value.

 

John Gatfield 
Executive Officer – 

Breeder Owner Bonus 
Scheme (BOBS)

BoBS
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horse Sire Trainer BOBS Bonuses Wins

Triple Elegance Mossman Chris Waller $70,000 4

Oopsy Doopsy General Nediym Greg McFarlane $65,000 4

Gigas Dubai Destination (USA) Gai Waterhouse $60,000 3

Killian Commands Peter Snowden $60,000 3

Mascareri Commands Peter Snowden $55,000 4

Daytona Beach Shamardal (USA) Peter Snowden $50,000 5

Love Conquers All Mossman M, W & J Hawkes $50,000 3

Neeson Mossman Joseph Pride $50,000 3

No Hesitation Not A Single Doubt Clarry Conners $50,000 3

Tromso Lonhro Chris Waller $50,000 3

as might be expected those stallions which led the general sires’ premiership during the 2009-10 season were also prominent as 

sires of racehorses winning BoBS bonuses. lonhro topped the table after being placed third the previous season. 

Stallion Standing at Bonuses by value Wins No. of  Winners

Lonhro Darley $400,000 44 30

Redoute’s Choice arrowfield $350,000 37 29

Commands Darley $338,750 45 27

Mossman Vinery $307,500 31 17

Encosta de Lago coolmore $295,000 36 22

More Than Ready (USA) Vinery $276,250 32 24

Not A Single Doubt arrowfield $270,000 34 22

Shamardal (USA) Darley $220,000 26 15

Fastnet Rock coolmore $217,500 22 17

General Nediym (deceased) Widden $161,250 21 12

For the third season in succession Sheikh Mohammed led the table of owners winning BoBS bonuses,  

by both number and value, with patinack Farm Syndicate pty ltd second as it was in the 2008/09 season.  

Owners Bonuses value

Sheikh Mohammed 73 $732,500

Patinack Farm P/L Syndicate 23   $195,000

Mr G. & Mrs A. White, Invermien P/L Syndicate 15   $135,000

Inghams Enterprises P/L Syndicate 11   $120,000

Gooree Pastoral Company Syndicate 15  $110,000

Mr J. & Miss G. Tan, Mrs G. Wong 5     $90,000

Mr P. Ng, Mr J. Lee, Mr K. Li 4    $70,000

Iskander Racing Services P/L Synd, R & R Synd, Mr K. 
Feldman, Texmist P/L, Millar Racing & Breeding

4     $65,000

Mr N. Moraitis 6     $60,000

Mr L. Samba, Mr R. Medich 4     $60,000

one of the benefits of BoBS is that it makes bonus prizemoney available at all meetings in nSW,  

assisting owners and trainers everywhere. in 2009/10 bonuses were won on 65 tracks. 

Racetrack Bonuses Racetrack Bonuses

canterbury park       95 taree       43

Kembla grange       94 hawkesbury       42

Royal Randwick       86 grafton       35

Broadmeadow       72 Muswellbrook       35

Wyong       59 Warwick Farm       35

Rosehill gardens       53 port Macquarie       34

gosford       52 Wagga Wagga       33

BoBS
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Maurice Logue 
General Manager – 

Education & Employment

inDuStRy tRaining

the industry training department is responsible for co-ordinating 

the delivery of training to new and existing industry licensees. 

in particular, focus applies to new riders and future apprentice 

jockeys.

Both on-the-job and off-the-job training forms an integral part 

of a participant’s future qualifications.

the objectives of the industry training department include:-

●● assist the Department of education to develop training 

packages to cover all vocations within the Racing industry

●● increasing apprentice jockey and trackwork rider numbers

●● increase riding opportunities for apprentice jockeys to ride in 

races

●● Manage and deliver industry training

●● Managing the apprentice race series

●● encouraging greater participation of young people in the 

racing industry

●● assisting people entering the racing industry to find their 

most suitable career path

●● ensuring participants are informed about the national Racing 

industry training package

●● providing equitable training throughout the country, 

provincial and metropolitan areas

●● Developing an indigenous employment strategy for the racing 

industry

●● gain State and Federal funding to assist with the delivery of 

training for the racing industry

●● Manage injured jockey’s emergency response

the process begins with visits by Racing nSW to career 

markets, schools and pony clubs spreading the recruitment 

message to attract new participants to the industry.

new and existing industry trainees are then brought into the 

talent identification program for career path assistance. the 

marketing theme continues with the coordination of apprentice 

jockey only races which promote industry careers and training to 

the broader community.  

TalENT IDENTIFICaTION pROgRam
Racing nSW ran several four-week prevocational courses 

throughout the year, graduating over 44 students into employment 

as semi-skilled workers at certificate ii Stablehand trainee level, 

and continuing to deliver training and increase their skill levels.

the program was mostly made up of students who initially 

had insufficient skills to successfully find employment as a 

stablehand or trackwork rider. 

pROmOTIONS aND RECRuITmENT
Racing nSW increased the profile of careers in racing with Racing 

nSW this year entailed representation at nine careers markets 

(each market attracting between 2,000 and 7,000 students), four 

pony club camps, and five high schools.   

RISINg STaR SERIES
the ninth consecutive staging of the Rising Star apprentice 

Series was held between august and July with 43 heats staged 

the final was held at hawkesbury with Joshua adams winning 

the series on the point score model. 
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appRENTICE WINNINg RIDES
over the last 12 months nSW apprentices have been showing 

continued improvement as demonstrated in the graph below.

the improvement has been brought about from the training 

partnership with taFe WSi enabling us to continue delivering 

training and providing additional support to the apprentices.    

2005/06 06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10

Metropolitan 147 249 128 178 229

provincial 179 218 145 190 269

country 894 1008 726 1081 1086

total Winning Rides 1220 1475 999 1449 1584

appRENTICE RIDES
the overall apprentice ride summary for the 06/07, 07/08 and 

08/09 seasons in comparable with that of the 09/10 season. this 

table includes metropolitan, provincial and country statistics:-

COmpaRISON OF appRENTICE RIDERS TO 
TOTal STaRTER RIDERS/STaRTERS

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

16,042

55,325

12,597

41,956

28.98%

15,909

56,540

17,151

57,151

30.02% 28.14% 30.34%

06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10

apprentice Riders total Starters percentage of total Rides

appRENTICE JOCkEy NumBERS  

2005/06 06/07 07/08 08/09 09/10

Race riding 70 72 77 83 84

trial riding 12 16 17 20 25

total 82 88 94 103 109

at the close of the 2009/10 season there were 84 nSW 

indentured apprentice jockeys including 25 trialling riders in nSW. 

in addition, there were 80 cert ii Stablehand, 28 cert iii advanced 

Stablehand and 43 trackrider trainees.

apprentice numbers have shown steady growth over the last 

three years and defied a national trend. this can be attributed to 

the training staff being on call to council students when needed 

and increased opportunities due to increased apprentice only 

races.

INDIgENOuS EmplOymENT pROgRam
Racing nSW is committed to providing training and employment 

opportunities to aboriginal people within the Racing industry.

During 09/10 the Racing nSW/taFe WSi partnership 

delivered certificate i entry level training to a group of 20 

indigenous students, 15 students successfully completed the 

course and were offered cert ii traineeships throughout nSW.
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appealS

an independent two-tier system of appeal exists for persons 

aggrieved by penalties imposed by a racing authority in nSW. 

 

appEal paNEl mEmBERS
Mr John hiatt oaM (principal Member)

Mr David campbell Sc Mr thomas carlton 

Mr cliff clare Ms Margaret crawley

Mr John Fletcher Mr Jack hickman

Mr Darcy leo Mr John lynn

Mr David McKee Mr Ray nolan

Ms Susan Skeen Mr Rodney Wicks

ExECuTIvE FOR appEal paNEl
Mr peter V’landys, Secretary

Ms Kathy Reece, appeals co-ordinator

avENuE OF appEal
at the first level of appeal, any person aggrieved by a decision of a 

Racing authority has the choice of appealing to either one, but not 

both, of the following appeal Bodies:-

the appeal panel, constituted under Section 45 of the 

thoroughbred Racing act (nSW) 1996, or

in limited circumstances, the Racing association in the region 

where the decision was made.

the second and final avenue of appeal, the Racing appeals 

tribunal, is constituted under its own act and can hear appeals on 

certain matters from persons aggrieved by decisions of the panel 

or Racing authorities.

appEal paNEl
the Sydney-based appeal panel sat on 20 occasions during 

2009/2010 and Mr John hiatt oaM chaired the panel on all 

occasions.

Within those 20 sittings there were 33 appeals lodged.  

9 appeals were withdrawn either prior to or at the time of 

hearing.

appellants are required to lodge a $200 deposit, which may 

be refunded at the discretion of the panel.

DECISION ON appEalS

area upheld Dismissed penalty 
varied

Withdrawn $200 
Refunded

Total

Appeal Panel 3 21 14 9 3 33

Racing Association - 1 1 - - 1

SummaRy OF ChaRgES applICaBlE TO appEal CaSES

Rule Description amount

aR81a(1)(a) any rider commits an offence and may be penalised if a sample 
taken from him is found upon analysis to contain a substance 
banned by aR 81B

3

aR135(b) the rider of every horse shall take all reasonable and permissible 
measures throughout the race to ensure that his horse is given 
full opportunity to win or to obtain the best possible place in the 
field

2

aR137a(5) in a race or trial a rider using the whip must give his horse 
time to respond and, other than on one occasion in the last 
200-metres when the whip may be used in three consecutive 
strides, the whip shall not to be used in consecutive strides, 
other than in a slapping motion down the shoulder, with the 
whip hand remaining on the reins, or alternatively in a backhand 
manner

4

aR137a(5)(a)(ii) in a race, official trial or jump-out prior to the 100-metre mark, 
the whip shall not be used in a forehand manner more than on 5 
occasions

2

aR137(a) any rider may be penalised if, in the opinion of the Stewards, 
he is guilty of careless, reckless, improper, incompetent or foul 
riding

12

aR137(b) any rider may be penalised if, in the opinion of the Stewards, 
he fails to ride his horse out to the end of the race and/or 
approaching the end of the race

1
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aR175(f) the committee of any club or the Stewards may penalise; 
any owner, nominator, lessee, member of a syndicate, trainer, 
jockey, rider, apprentice, stablehand, bookmaker, bookmaker’s 
clerk, person having official duties in relation to racing, person 
attendant on or connected with a horse, or any other person 
who refuses or fails to attend or give such evidence as directed 
at any inquiry or appeal when requested by the principal Racing 
authority or Stewards to do so

1

aR175(q) the committee of any club or the Stewards may penalise; any 
person who in their opinion is guilty of any misconduct, improper 
conduct or unseemly behaviour

3

aR178 When any horse that has been brought to a racecourse for the 
purpose of engaging in a race and a prohibited substance is 
detected in any sample taken from it prior to or following its 
running in any race, the trainer and any other person who was in 
charge of such horse at any relevant time may be penalised

3

aR 178c(1)(g)(i) the following prohibited substances when present at or below 
the concentrations respectively set out are excepted from 
the provisions of aR 178B testosterone (including both free 
testosterone and testosterone liberated from its conjugates)  
in geldings: at a mass concentration of 20 micrograms per litre  
in urine

1

lR82(1) every person holding a trainer’s licence or permit to train or a 
racing employee contractor licence from the Board must on or 
before 1st november each year apply to the Board to register 
every person employed by him or her or assisting him or her in 
connection with the training or care of racehorses (in this rule 
referred to as an “employee”). any such registration, except 
as hereinafter provided, remains in force until the 31st day of 
october in the following year

1

Total 33

REpRESENTaTION TaBlE

Dismissed Upheld

Represented by Solicitor 12 1

Represented Self 9 2

Totals 21 3

the Board gratefully acknowledges the time, effort and expertise that  

appeal panel members give towards this important part of the Racing industry.

 

RaCINg appEalS TRIBuNal
Racing appeals tribunal is comprised of:-

his honour Justice W R haylen Qc (Racing appeals tribunal)

his honour Judge J c Mcguire (acting Racing appeals tribunal)

Mr p n V’landys, Secretary Racing appeals tribunal

Ms K Reece, appeals co-ordinator

there were 4 appeals lodged to the Racing appeals tribunal during 2009/2010:-

presided Over By Dismissed Withdrawn

His Honour Justice W R Haylen QC 1 1

His Honour Judge J C McGuire - 2

Total 1 3
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Victoria Samba 
General Manager – 

Marketing & PR

Marketing and public Relations incorporates publications, Media, 

BoBS and BoBS extra, Racing nSW Rewards club, horse ownership 

promotions and country Racing.

the primary objectives of the Marketing and public Relations 

Department are

●● to create awareness and build a positive image for the nSW Racing 

brand 

●● to encourage growth in the thoroughbred Racing industry through 

development and implementation of  initiatives and strategies which 

promote the sport of racing 

200 yEaRS OF RaCINg
2010 marks 200 years since the first race meeting was held in hyde park, 

Sydney under the jurisdiction of governor lachlan Macquarie and his 73rd 

Regiment. the marketing campaign to celebrate this special event began 

in late 2009 with a unique 200 years of racing in nSW logo being placed in 

all industry correspondence and publications including Form guides in the 

Sydney Morning herald and Daily telegraph ensuring recognition of the 

anniversary.  to  take full advantage of this unique marketing opportunity, 

Racing nSW worked closely with nSW racing clubs and stakeholders 

State wide to celebrate the bicentenary. a marketing ‘kit’ was sent to 

all clubs with a race meeting in october including advertising and pR 

template materials to leverage the anniversary within local media, as well 

as an historic booklet of 200 years of Racing in nSW and celebratory pin 

badges which were gifted to clubs to distribute at their discretion.

Further commemorative Vip events will be held at seven provincial 

and country race meetings during october; hawkesbury, Krambach, 

narromine, coffs harbour, tamworth, albury and Shoalhaven, 

entertaining local industry stakeholders. an official celebratory 

luncheon will be held in Sydney at Royal Randwick Racecourse on 

Sunday, 14 november to wrap up celebrations.

Media coverage has been positive overall with extensive coverage 

in Sydney’s Fairfax and news ltd publications as well as mentions in 

commercial broadcast media, and within industry press.

SyDNEy auTumN CaRNIval
each april the Sydney autumn carnival brings together the best 

horses, jockeys and trainers in Sydney. it features some of australia’s 

greatest time-honoured classic races and claims a world-first 

by uniting racing and breeding events of such scale and prestige. 

Broadcast to 22 countries it provides an excellent platform to promote  

nSW tourism and Racing nSW has developed a strong relationship 

with events nSW to promote this event.

partnered with events nSW, the australian Jockey club, the Sydney 

turf club, tabcorp holdings and William inglis & Sons, Racing nSW created 

a bespoke committee which is aiming to transform Sydney’s autumn 

carnival into one of the world’s pre-eminent thoroughbred racing events, 

placing it on a pedestal with global sporting events such as Formula one 

and the Melbourne tennis open.

the Sydney autumn carnival committee has been working with 

an external branding agency, general alliance, which has developed 

an exciting new brand identity for the carnival which will be launched 

towards the end of 2010. this new identity is designed to create a 

streamlined image for the entire carnival and ensure that it continues 

to build on this years growth. 2010 crowds over aaMi golden Slipper 

Day, David Jones aJc australian Derby Day and emirates Doncaster 

Day had an overall increase from 2009 of 75,100 to 77,705 for 2010 and 

total nSW taB tote turnover was up more than $4.2 million (or 10%) on 

2009. the result eclipsed the previous record of $44.0 million, which 

was achieved on Derby/Doncaster Day in 2002. 

RaCINg NSW REWaRDS CluB
Racing nSW Rewards club (RnSWRc) – a loyalty program for owners 

and punters, designed to encourage and reward people for participating 

in the nSW thoroughbred Racing industry, was officially launched in May 

2010 and is gradually being rolled out across the nSW racing economy. 

the RnSWRc is based on similar successful loyalty schemes currently 

operating in australia. 

the main objective of the Racing nSW Rewards club is to enable 

Racing nSW to identify, acquire, retain and communicate to key 

customers and get them to spend more within the industry. 

in addition to allowing members to earn points on money they are 

already spending in the industry and then redeem these points to pay for 

products and services related to thoroughbred racing, the program also 

provides additional benefits. a weekly email keeps members up to date 

with industry news and events. Members will have access to ‘money 

can’t buy’ experiences, special privileges, savings from partners and 

sponsors, as well as guides and reference tools for owning, breeding and 

training thoroughbreds. there is even information for informed punting 

on the Racing nSW Rewards club’s website.

Racing nSW sees the loyalty program as an unique new way to 

generate additional revenue for the nSW thoroughbred Racing industry. 

RaCINg NSW OFFICIal mONThly puBlICaTION 
& aNNual REpORT
Marketing and public Relations produces the annual Report and 

the official monthly Racing nSW Magazine. the magazine provides 

valuable information and is subscribed to by thoroughbred racing 

industry participants and racing enthusiasts in nSW and throughout 

australia.

mEDIa & puBlIC RElaTIONS
the Media and public Relations team generates press releases and 

responds to all media enquiries. Releases are available for viewing on the 

Racing nSW website and distributed to relevant industry participants 

and news organisations. Media and public Relations, also update social 

media, twitter with track, rail and weather conditions each morning for 

the day’s race meetings as well as current news items.  

BOBS, BOBS ExTRa aND BOBS DOuBlE up
the marketing department also assists in the administration and 

marketing of the BoBS, BoBS extra and BoBS Double- up incentive 

schemes which encourage and promote owners to invest in and race 

horses in nSW. Racing nSW investment in BoBS is set to increase 

from august 1 with the commencement of Bobs extra, rewarding 

those owners and breeders who invest in horses that mature later and 

are bred to win over longer distances.
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Natalie Tipping
General Manager – 

Insurance

Workers compensation 
Racing nSW is a specialised insurer licensed under the provisions 

of the Workers compensation act 1987 (“the act”) to provide 

workers compensation insurance to certain employers (racing 

clubs and licensed trainers) in the nSW thoroughbred Racing 

industry.

additionally, Racing nSW administers the run-off of claims 

under the former self insurance licence, which covered employees 

of Racing nSW prior to 30 June 1998. 

the Racing nSW insurance Fund (“the Fund”) has been 

managed internally since 1 July 2005. all claims management, 

injury management, financial and administrative functions of the 

Fund are performed by an in-house team. 

the object of the Fund is to provide affordable insurance to 

participants and deliver industry-specific claims, injury and risk 

management services to assist employers and injured workers in 

what is a unique and inherently dangerous industry. 

2009/10 FINaNCIal pERFORmaNCE
the Fund experienced a significant turnaround in financial 

performance in 2010, returning to surplus from the substantial 

$6.1 million loss reported in 2009 (and the preceding $7.2 million 

loss for equine influenza-impacted 2008).

Bolstered by a strong return on investments, the Fund was 

well placed to absorb the impact on the liability provision of two 

catastrophic claims (carrying incurred costs totaling $5 million) 

and further adverse changes in economic factors since the 2009 

valuation.

the actuarial central estimate of Racing nSW’s outstanding 

workers compensation claims liability as at 30 June 2010 is  

$32.8 million (net of reinsurance recoveries and including an 

allowance for claims handling expenses).

the estimate of the outstanding claims liability includes an 

allowance for future inflation of claims payments (at 4.50% p.a. 

– up from 4.25% in 2009) and is discounted (at 5.35% p.a. – down 

from 5.7% p.a. in 2009) to allow for future investment income 

earned between the valuation date and expected payment date.

the unfavorable movement in these components results in 

less discounting of future claim payments and a corresponding 

increase in liability as at 30 June 2010.

the net provision for outstanding claims liability inclusive of 

20% prudential margin as at 30 June 2010 is $39.4 million. the 

provision is $1.3 million lower than the projected estimate of  

$40.7 million from the 2009 valuation. 

SummaRy OF aCTuaRIal ESTImaTE OF 
OuTSTaNDINg ClaImS lIaBIlITIES

Estimate of 
liability as 
at 30 June 

‘10 ($m)

projected 
Estimate of 

liability as at  
30 June ‘10

(‘09 valuation) 
($m)

projected 
Estimate of 

liability as at 
30 June ‘11

(‘10 valuation) 
($m)

net central estimate1 $32.8 $33.9 $35.2

Risk Margin $6.6 $6.8 $7.1

outstanding claims provision2 $39.4 $40.7 $42.3

1 Including claims handling expense and net of reinsurance and other recoveries

2 Including risk margin of 20% of the net central estimate

the lower than projected liability provision can be attributed 

in large part to a better than anticipated claims experience for 

2009/10. 

ClaIm NumBERS
in 2008/09 the Fund reported its highest claims incidence of 

the past 10 financial years (being 519 new reported claims). the 

projected liability of $40.7 million assumed claims experience for 

2010 was likely to further deteriorate to 534 claims. however, 

actual claims experience for the year was substantially lower than 

anticipated, with only 452 new claims being reported (a 12.9% 

reduction on the 2009 incidence). 

INCuRRED ClaImS By FINaNCIal yEaR
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Incurred Claims by Financial Year 

Reported Claims for Year Average Annual Number of Reported Claims 

pROFIlE OF ClaIm TypES
Racing nSW is committed to identifying injury trends and 

formulating prevention strategies specific to the thoroughbred 

racing industry to ensure the welfare and safety of participants.

analysis of claims data by injury type, claimant 

characteristics and location are crucial to Racing nSW’s ongoing 

development of risk mitigation strategies and industry safety 

standards.

the following charts provide important insight into the 

nature of workers compensation claims lodged in 2010:-
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2010 ClaImS By INJuRy TypE

Sprain(s) / Strain(s) 61.95%

Fracture 14.16%

contusion & crushing injury 11.73%

other (Damage to teeth) 1.99%

Superficial injury 1.55%

intracranial injury (including concussion) 1.33%

Multiple injuries 1.33%

open Wound 1.33%

Dislocation 0.88%

infectious & parasitic Disease 0.88%

Fracture of Vertebral column 0.66%

internal injury - chest, pelvis, abdomen 0.66%

Burns 0.44%

Foreign Body on ear / eye / nose 0.44%

Deafness 0.22%

needle Stick injury 0.22%

poisoning & toxic effects 0.22%

TOTAL 100.00%

2010 ClaImS By (TOp 10) INJuRy lOCaTIONS

Shoulder 11.95%

Knee 9.29%

lower leg 6.86%

ankle 6.19%

lower Back 4.87%

Foot 4.20%

upper leg 3.54%

Wrist 2.88%

Ribs 2.65%

Mouth 2.43%

2010 ClaImS By INCIDENT TypE

Non-Riding 

Incidents 

30% 

Race Incidents  

(including Barrier 

Trial Incidents) 

18% 

Trackwork Riding 
Incidents 

52% 

2010 Claims by Incident Type 

2010 ClaImS By OCCupaTION OF INJuRED 
WORkER

Hospitality Staff 

2% 

Jockeys 

(including 

Apprentices) 

45% 

Maintenance / 

Grounds Staff 

2% 

Other 

1% 

Stablehands 

24% 

Trackwork 

Riders 

26% 

2010 Claims by Occupation of Injured Worker 

the high incidence of trackwork-related injuries was referred 

to the Racing industry consultation group for discussion during 

2010 and will be the subject of ongoing examination by Racing 

nSW and industry experts in 2011, particularly with regard to:-

●● licensing standards / competency testing for trackwork 

riders;

●● trackwork supervision requirements (for both clubs and 

trainers); and

●● safety wear requirements for trackwork. 

For example, the increasing incidence of dental injury claims 

(the 4th most prevalent type of injury claim in 2010) warrants 

consideration of the mandatory use of mouth guards or full-faced 

helmets during trackwork. 

aChIEvEmENTS IN ClaImS maNagEmENT 
the lower than anticipated liability provision for 2010 also reflects 

the emphasis placed on proactive injury and case management 

strategies throughout the year, as a result of which the status of 

11 long-term claimants was upgraded from “unfit” to “Suitable 

Duties” and early intervention / rehabilitation action ensured new 

claimants did not become entrenched in the system.

these outcomes were not only beneficial for the Fund in 

terms of reducing future costs but, equally important, were 

significant to restoring the worker’s wellbeing and independence

OCCupaTIONal hEalTh & SaFETy 
INITIaTIvES
in pursuance of the Racing nSW Strategic plan 2010 objective to 

“lead the industry with occupational health and safety reforms 

and improvements” and the Department’s employer education 

and risk mitigation goals for 2010 (refer 2009 annual Report), the 

following oh&S projects were initiated during the year:

Online OH&S Management System

in conjunction with Racing nSW country and external oh&S 

consultants, Racing nSW commissioned and developed a 

customised online oh&S Management System for mandatory use 

by registered race clubs. the system will: 

●● provide a uniform measure of oh&S performance and risk 

management practices of employer clubs;

●● enable timely, direct injury reporting to the Workers 

compensation Department;

●● facilitate the identification of trends in workplace injuries  

(e.g. claimant profiles, common mechanisms of injury) 

specific to the thoroughbred racing industry;
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●● enable timely delivery of inexpensive oh&S tuition and 

dissemination of statutory updates / directions to employer 

clubs;

●● enable monitoring of club compliance with the Minimum 

Standards; and

●● assist in compilation of asset and risk information relevant to 

placement of annual club insurances. 

Roll-out and implementation of the online ohS Management 

System to employer clubs will be completed by october 2010. it 

is intended that the resource will be made available for voluntary 

purchase by licensed trainers by 2011.

Mandatory Licensing Requirements for Trainers

the following mandatory licensing requirements were introduced 

during 2010 applicable to 2010/11 trainer renewals and all new 

licences:-

1. trainers are required to complete, sign and return a 

declaration acknowledging that they have read and understood 

the document “occupational health and Safety Memorandum 

for Racehorse trainers in nSW”. the Memorandum sets out 

key employer oh&S obligations, provides step-by-step advice 

for risk management and injury reporting and summarises 

relevant oh&S and safety requirements prescribed by the 

local Rules of Racing. 

2. trainers must also conduct a physical audit of their workplace 

and return a completed “Workplace audit for Racehorse 

trainers” to Racing nSW, along with a “corrective action 

Report” detailing planned remediation activities in respect of 

any identified health and safety issues / work hazards in their 

stable or other work premises. Racing nSW Stewards and 

Racing nSW’s oh&S officer will conduct ad-hoc inspections to 

verify the Workplace audits and remediation progress. 

pREmIum mEThODOlOgy REvIEW
Racing nSW aims to charge workers compensation premiums 

which are:

●● affordable;

●● fair between types of employer; and

●● workable (i.e. transparent and easy to administer).

During the year, Finity consulting (“Finity”) was 

commissioned to undertake an independent review of the 

premium methodologies employed by Racing nSW and provide 

a recommendation as to any revision(s) necessary for ongoing 

achievement of the above objectives. the key findings / 

recommendations of the review were:-

(a) Racing nSW’s existing wages-based premium methodology for 

club employers was endorsed; 

(b) that a per-horse-in-stable exposure measure be used (as 

opposed to a wages-based measure) for the calculation of 

trainers’ premiums;

(c) that in addition to activity fees, both an initial (estimated) and 

hindsight (actual claims experience adjustment) premium be 

levied each year as opposed to a one-off retrospective charge 

at year end, to alleviate the financial impact of premiums on 

employers; 

(d) that a “Small employer” base tariff premium threshold be 

introduced below which an employer’s premium will not be 

adjusted for claims experience (i.e. to protect small employers 

from onerous claims experience premiums); and

(e) that the implementation of Finity’s recommendations be 

phased in over 2-3 years to allow for the establishment of 

necessary assessment mechanisms, instalment regimes and 

to resolve any transition arrangements (if required) between 

the previous and new trainer’s methodology (e.g. to address 

any substantial movements in premium that may result from 

the change in calculation method).

the recommended methodologies will be first introduced in 

the 2010/11 policy year. 

premiums collected via activity fees for 2011 will be 

maintained at 2010 rates across all categories for both clubs and 

trainers. 

gENERal INSuRaNCE aND puBlIC lIaBIlITy
in 2009/10 Racing nSW again negotiated annual placement of 

public liability, property and other business insurance on behalf 

of thoroughbred racing clubs registered in nSW, the canberra 

Racing club and industry bodies such as the australian Racing 

Board. 

the Racing nSW insurance program: 

●● obtains group cost benefits for insured participants; 

●● secures industry-specific coverage for clubs; 

●● provides coverage for clubs which satisfies the local Rules 

of Racing and requirements for the use of crown land by 

race clubs; and

●● ensures the safety of racing patrons. 

Significant cost efficiencies were again achieved by the group 

placement in 2010, with the majority of policies (including most 

importantly, public & product liability insurance) renewed on 

expiring terms at the same premium as the previous year. 

Racing nSW proposes to expand the suite of cover available 

to clubs in 2011 to include event cancellation insurance and 

Statutory liability insurance offerings (subject to expressions of 

interest and cost feasibility).
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Group Feature Dist prize$ Winner Trainer
1 golden Rose Stakes 1400 1,000,000 DenMan peter Snowden
1 george Main Stakes 1600 300,000 RoaD to RocK anthony cummings
1 epsom hcp 1600 350,000 RocK KingDoM gai Waterhouse
1 the Metropolitan 2400 350,000 SpeeD giFteD lee Freedman
1 Spring champion Stakes 2000 300,000 Monaco conSul Mike Moroney
1 Flight Stakes 1600 300,000 MoRe JoyouS gai Waterhouse
1 chipping norton Stakes 1600 300,000 theSeo gai Waterhouse
1 Randwick guineas 1600 350,000 Shoot out John Wallace
1 coolmore classic 1500 600,000 alVeRta paul Messara
1 Ranvet Stakes 2000 400,000 theSeo gai Waterhouse
1 Rosehill guineas 2000 500,000 ZaBRaSiVe John o’Shea
1 golden Slipper Stakes 1200 3,500,000 cRyStal lily ellerton & Zahra
1 the BMW 2400 2,250,000 littoRio nigel Blackiston
1 george Ryder Stakes 1500 400,000 Danleigh chris Waller
1 Queen of the turf Stakes 1500 400,000 typhoon tRacy peter Moody
1 Storm Queen Stakes 2000 400,000 Faint peRFuMe Bart cummings
1 aJc australian Derby 2400 1,300,000 Shoot out John Wallace
1 aJc Sires produce Stakes 1400 300,000 yoSei Stuart Webb
1 t J Smith Stakes 1200 500,000 Melito gerald Ryan
1 the galaxy 1100 300,000 oRtenSia tony noonan
1 Doncaster handicap 1600 1,500,000 RangiRangDoo chris Waller
1 aJc oaks 2400 350,000 once WeRe WilD gai Waterhouse
1 Sydney cup 3200 400,000 JeSSicaBeel John o’Shea
1 Queen elizabeth Stakes 2000 350,000 RoaD to RocK anthony cummings
1 champagne Stakes 1600 300,000 SKilleD peter Snowden
1 all aged Stakes 1400 300,000 hot DaniSh les Bridge
2 premiere Stakes 1200 150,000 Mentality/KRoneR(dh) hawkes/Bart cummings
2 Warwick Stakes 1400 150,000 tRuSting Jason coyle
2 chelmsford Stakes 1600 150,000 o’lonhRo M, W & J hawkes
2 Furious Stakes 1400 150,000 Melito gerald Ryan
2 theo Marks Stakes 1400 200,000 Racing to Win John o’Shea
2 hill Stakes 1900 150,000 MiSS MaRielle Joe pride
2 Shannon Stakes 1500 150,000 DRuMBeatS peter Snowden
2 tea Rose Stakes 1500 150,000 MoRe JoyouS gai Waterhouse
2 Stan Fox  Stakes 1400 150,000 DenMan peter Snowden
2 the Shorts 1100 150,000 golD tRail gary portelli
2 Roman consul Stakes 1200 150,000 ShellScRape chris Waller
2 Villiers Stakes 1600 150,000 palacio De cRiStal grahame Begg
2 expressway Stakes 1200 200,000 RangiRangDoo chris Waller
2 light Fingers Stakes 1200 150,000 MoRe JoyouS gai Waterhouse
2 Royal Sovereign Stakes 1200 150,000 Shoot out John Wallace
2 Breeders’ classic 1200 150,000 alVeRta paul Messara
2 apollo Stakes 1400 250,000 Danleigh chris Waller
2 Silver Slipper Stakes 1100 200,000 chance Bye Michael tubman
2 hobartville Stakes 1400 200,000 Monton tim Martin
2 Surround Stakes 1400 150,000 MoRe JoyouS gai Waterhouse
2 challenge Stakes 1000 150,000 De lightning RiDge Joe pride
2 Reisling Stakes 1200 300,000 MilitaRy RoSe gillian heinrich
2 todman Stakes 1200 300,000 MaSQueRaDeR David payne
2 canterbury Stakes 1300 150,000 hot DaniSh les Bridge
2 phar lap Stakes 1500 150,000 ticKetS peter Moody
2 ajax Stakes 1500 150,000 BRilliant light Kerry parker
2 Magic night Stakes 1200 150,000 WilloW cReeK peter Moody
2 pago pago Stakes 1200 150,000 BRightexpectationS gai Waterhouse
2 tulloch Stakes 2000 150,000 count encoSta John thompson
2 chairman’s handicap 2600 150,000 JeSSicaBeel John o’Shea
2 Sapphire Stakes 1200 150,000 RenaiSSance peter Snowden
2 emancipation Stakes 1600 150,000 SacReD choice Joe pride
3 Missile Stakes 1100 125,000 teaSing tim Martin
3 San Domenico Stakes 1000 125,000 ShellScRape chris Waller
3 the Run to the Roses 1300 125,000 DenMan peter Snowden
3 Silver Shadow Stakes 1200 125,000 DeeR Valley chris Waller
3 up and coming Stakes 1200 125,000 RaReFieD peter Snowden
3 concorde Stakes 1100 125,000 FRiDay cReeK anne-Marie Robinson
3 tramway  hcp 1400 125,000 RangiRangDoo chris Waller
3 Kingston town Stakes 2000 125,000 ReaDy to liFt gerald Ryan
3 Research  Stakes 1200 125,000 hot DaniSh les Bridge
3 Spring Stakes 1600 175,000 loVeMeliKeaRocK anthony cummings
3 cameron hcp 1300 140,000 aBSolutelyFaBulouS Kris lees
3 newcastle cup 2300 185,000 StReetFighteR terry Mathrick
3 gloaming Stakes 1800 250,000 So you thinK Bart cummings
3 colin Stephen Quality 2400 150,000 MR clangtaStic Marc conners
3 Bill Ritchie handicap 1400 125,000 McclintocK M De Montfort
3 craven plate 2000 125,000 MiSS MaRielle Joe pride
3 hawkesbury gold cup 1600 125,000 Keepin’ the DReaM J & g lee
3 Summer cup 2400 125,000 SoliD Billing craig Ritchie
3 Southern cross Stakes 1200 125,000 Kenny’S WoRlD graeme Murray
3 Millie Fox Qlty Stakes 1300 125,000 Montana FlyeR gai Waterhouse
3 liverpool city cup 1300 125,000 DReaMScape gai Waterhouse
3 Kindergarten Stakes 1100 125,000 SolaR chaRgeD John o’Shea
3 Randwick city Stakes 2000 125,000 the eMBaSSy chris Waller
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Group Feature Dist prize$ Winner Trainer
3 Skyline Stakes 1200 125,000 hinchinBRooK gerald Ryan
3 Sweet embrace Stakes 1200 125,000 cRyStal lily ellerton & Zahra
3 newcastle newmarket hcp 1400 140,000 WalKing oR Dancing Brett partelle
3 Keith F nolan classic 1600 150,000 SlapSticK guy Walter
3 Birthday card Stakes 1200 125,000 patRonyMe Joe pride
3 Star Kingdom Stakes 1100 125,000 SWiFt alliance gai Waterhouse
3 adrian Knox Qlty Stakes 2000 125,000 SpeeDy natalie peter Moody
3 carbine club Stakes 1600 125,000 al DhaFRa guy Walter
3 Frank packer plate 2000 125,000 DaRiana Bart cummings

Listed Show county Quality hcp 1200 100,000 SWiFt alliance gai Waterhouse
Listed toy Show F-&-M Qlty hcp 1400 140,000 Moti gai Waterhouse
Listed premier’s cup 1800 100,000 eMpeRoR BonapaRte David payne
Listed Sheraco Stakes 1100 100,000 MaDaMe peDRille Darren Smith
Listed Wyong  gold cup 2100 120,000 MR clangtaStic Marc conners
Listed Mona lisa Stakes 1350 100,000 Moti gai Waterhouse
Listed Ming Dynasty Quality hcp 1400 100,000 MoRe than gReat David payne
Listed tibbie Stakes 1400 100,000 Moti gai Waterhouse
Listed heritage Stakes 1200 120,000 StRyKeR chris Waller
Listed Starlight Stakes 1100 100,000 lucKy SecRet tony Vasil
Listed Reginald allen Qlty hcp 1400 100,000 little SuRFeR giRl chris Waller
Listed Dulcify 3yo Quality hcp 1800 100,000 ViKing legenD gai Waterhouse
Listed the nivison 1200 100,000 MaDaMe peDRille Darren Smith
Listed Breeders’ plate 1000 100,000 Run FoR WilSon Jason coyle
Listed gimcrack Stakes 1000 100,000 gyBe anthony cummings
Listed angst Stakes 1400 100,000 illuMinateS graeme Rogerson
Listed city tatt’s club cup 2400 100,000 BiD SpotteR graeme Rogerson
Listed city tatts lightning hcp 1100 100,000 neWS aleRt con Karakatsanis
Listed Brian crowley  Stakes 1200 100,000 loVe conQueRS all M, W & J hawkes
Listed Belle of the turf Stakes 1600 100,000 MeSSengeR anthony cummings
Listed yalumba cup 1300 100,000 BeaDeD peter Snowden
Listed gosford gold cup 2100 150,000 Spinney peter Snowden
Listed canberra  cup 2000 200,000 MacKnucKle Bernie howlett
Listed Festival Stakes 1500 100,000 RaBBuKa gai Waterhouse
Listed christmas  cup 2400 100,000 Scouting WiDe tim Martin
Listed Razor Sharp hcp 1200 100,000 pRince BRaeMan paul perry
Listed carrington Stakes 1100 100,000 couRt clarry conners
Listed tattersalls club cup 2000 100,000 RainBoW Styling M, W & J hawkes
Listed canterbury classic 1100 100,000 neWS aleRt con Karakatsanis
Listed Frank underwood cup 2000 100,000 RaBBuKa gai Waterhouse
Listed australia Day cup 2400 100,000 FaiRygeM peter Moody
Listed canonbury Stakes 1100 100,000 hinchinBRooK gerald Ryan
Listed Widden Stakes 1100 100,000 geoRgette SilK clarry conners
Listed triscay Stakes 1200 100,000 patRonyMe Joe pride
Listed parramatta cup 2000 100,000 Deltona Kevin Moses
Listed Wiggle F-&-M Quality hcp 1400 100,000 Dane Julia lee Freedman
Listed Black opal Stakes 1200 250,000 DeciSion tiMe clarry conners
Listed national Sprint 1400 100,000 SainthooD Rick Worthington
Listed eskimo prince Stakes 1200 100,000 the MiKaDo tim Martin
Listed aspiration Quality 1600 100,000 SacReD choice Joe pride
Listed Wenona girl handicap 1200 100,000 BeaDeD peter Snowden
Listed Sky high Stakes 1900 100,000 Bellagio Wynn chris Waller
Listed Maurice Mccarten Stakes 1100 100,000 WelKoM golD Darren Smith
Listed n e Manion Quality cup 2400 100,000 pReceDence Bart cummings
Listed epona Stakes 1900 100,000 MeSSengeR anthony cummings
Listed Darby Munro Stakes 1200 150,000 neeSon Joe pride
Listed t l Baillieu hcp 1400 125,000 SKilleD peter Snowden
Listed neville Sellwood Stakes 1900 100,000 heRculian pRince gai Waterhouse
Listed Royal parma Stakes 1900 100,000 BRilliant light Kerry parker
Listed p J Bell handicap 1200 125,000 Zingaling Kris lees
Listed Fernhill handicap 1600 100,000 KuDaKulaRi Bart cummings
Listed South pacific classic 1400 125,000 StaR oF octagonal todd howlett
Listed Keith Mackay handicap 1200 100,000 golDen MillenniuM anthony cummings
Listed Japan Racing assoc plate 2000 100,000 heRculian pRince gai Waterhouse
Listed gosford guineas 1200 150,000 latin neWS Bart cummings
Listed hall Mark Stakes 1200 100,000 ego’S DaRe gerald Ryan
Listed James h B carr Stakes 1400 100,000 happy hippy John thompson
Listed hawkesbury guineas 1400 100,000 neeSon Joe pride
Listed Rowley Mile 1600 100,000 SnoW aleRt chris Waller
Listed Darley crown 1300 100,000 SeReniSSiMa peter Snowden
Listed Wagga Wagga gold cup 2000 130,000 SainthooD Rick Worthington
Listed Dark Jewel classic 1400 110,000 So anyWay John thompson
Listed Scone cup 1600 110,000 Keepin’ the DReaM Jim & greg lee
Listed W J Mckell cup 2400 100,000 Scouting WiDe tim Martin
Listed Winter cup 2400 100,000 tWin Wing guy Walter
Listed June Stakes 1100 100,000 loVe conQueRS all M, W & J hawkes
Listed takeover target Stakes 1200 100,000 BoRDeR ReBel Sue grills
Listed civic Stakes 1400 100,000 illuMinateS graeme Rogerson
Listed Ramornie handicap 1200 130,000 pinWheel peter Snowden
Listed grafton cup 2350 150,000 tWin Wing guy Walter
Listed Winter Stakes 1500 100,000 MR unFoRgettaBle Kevin Moses
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PROFIT/LOSS STATEMENT - GENERAL ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE, 2010 RACING NSW ABN 86 281 604 417

2010 2009
$ $

REVENUE
Revenue from Operating Activities
Sale of Goods - Publications 532,578 577,331 
Sale of Services 6,011,806 5,415,119 

6,544,384 5,992,450 
Revenue from Non Operating  Activities
(Loss) on Disposal of Assets (10,662) (5,954)
Gain on Disposal of Operations - 194,092 
Interest - General 559,761 1,119,227 

549,099 1,307,365 
REVENUE FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES 7,093,483 7,299,815 

EXPENSES
Analytical 168,894 292,248 
Finance 388,853 416,877 
Administration and Executive 4,057,781 4,060,382 
Legal 121,305 78,492 
Licensing 222,123 162,522 
Race Fields 134,454 36,641 
Race Results 27,095 4,677 
Publications 462,261 609,707 
Laboratory 2,255,620 2,256,660 
Handicapping 603,368 383,291 
Stewards 2,977,465 2,987,113 
Veterinary 569,497 577,085 
Syndicates 103,957 30,497 
Media 83,463 84,957 
Industry Training 664,327 748,283 
Stakes Payments 392,043 312,752 
Information Technology 364,167 432,644 
Racing Office 248,448 161,825 
Marketing 385,738 103,310 
Finance Costs 24,289 40,049 
EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES 14,255,148 13,780,012
RaceFields Legal Fees (1,132,678) (307,534)
Share of profit/(loss) of associate (RISA) 173,160 (217,169)
Asian Racing Conference 335,004 - 
First Charge 8,048,325 7,227,148 
Funds after applying First Charge transferred to Reserves 262,146 222,248 
Appearance Fees disbursed during the year, recouped through a first charge on TAB distributions 7,504,000 7,088,800 

PROFIT/LOSS STATEMENT WORKERS COMPENSATION FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2010

2010 2009
$ $

REVENUE
Revenue from Operating Activities
Workers Compensation Premiums/Charges 9,999,511 9,045,423 

9,999,511 9,045,423
Revenue from Non Operating  Activities
Interest - Workers Compensation Fund 665,721 599,212 
Movement in market value of investment fund 2,155,058 (2,791,131)

2,820,779 (2,191,919)
REVENUE FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES 12,820,290 6,853,504 
EXPENSES
Workers Compensation Payments 7,554,514 7,381,791 
Workers Compensation Administrative & Regulatory 1,646,004 1,407,322 
Legal 3,173 102 
Finance Costs 281,185 150,331 
EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES 9,484,876 8,939,546 
Funds before Workers Compensation Provision 3,335,414 (2,086,042)
Workers Compensation Provisions Net of Recoveries 3,125,301 4,061,170 
Funds Transferred to Reserves 210,113 (6,147,212)
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Note 2010 2009
$ $

REVENUE AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

REVENUE FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS
Sale of Goods - Publications 5(i) 532,578 577,331 
Sale of Services 5(ii) 6,011,806 5,415,119 
Workers Compensation Fund Premiums & Revenues 5(iii) 12,920,807 9,398,323 
First Charge 5(iv) 8,048,325 7,227,148 
Appearance Fee Receipts 5(v) 7,504,000 7,088,800 
Interest other parties 5(vi) 1,225,482 1,718,439 
OTHER INCOME
(Loss) on Disposal of Assets 5(vii) (10,662) (5,954)
Gain on Disposal of Operations 5(viii) - 194,092 
Asian Racing Conference 5(xxxi) 1,989,413 - 
Movement in net market value of investments integral to insurance activities 2,155,058 (2,791,131)
TOTAL REVENUE AND OTHER INCOME 40,376,807 28,822,167

EXPENSES
Analytical 5(ix) 168,894 292,248 
Finance 5(x) 388,853 416,877 
Administration and Executive 5(xi) 4,057,781 4,060,382 
Legal 5(xii) 1,257,155 386,026 
Licensing 5(xiii) 222,123 162,522 
Race Fields 5(xiv) 134,454 36,641 
Race Results 5(xv) 27,095 4,677 
Cost of Goods Sold - Publications 5(xvi) 462,261 609,707 
Laboratory 5(xvii) 2,255,620 2,256,660 
Handicapping 5(xviii) 603,368 383,291 
Stewards 5(xix) 2,977,465 2,987,113 
Veterinary 5(xx) 569,497 577,085 
Syndicates 5(xxi) 103,957 30,497 
Media 5(xxii) 83,463 84,957 
Industry Training 5(xxiii) 664,327 748,283 
Stakes Payments 5(xxiv) 392,043 312,752 
Information Technology 5(xxv) 364,167 432,644 
Racing Office 5(xxvi) 248,448 161,825 
Appearance Fee (unplaced starters) 5(xxvii) 7,504,000 7,088,800 
Marketing 5(xxviii) 385,738 103,310 
Workers Compensation Fund Expenses 5(xxix) 15,247,116 13,203,285 
Finance Costs 5(xxx) 305,474 190,380 
Asian Racing Conference 5(xxxi) 1,654,409 - 
TOTAL EXPENSES 40,077,708 34,529,962

Share of profit / (loss) of associate (RISA) 10 173,160 (217,169)

PROFIT/(LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX 472,259 (5,924,964)

INCOME TAX EXPENSE -  -

PROFIT/(LOSS) AFTER INCOME TAX 5(xxxii) 472,259 (5,924,964)

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME - -

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 472,259 (5,924,964)

The above statement of comprehensive income should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE, 2010 RACING NSW ABN 86 281 604 417



` Note 2010 2009
$ $

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents 7 99,164,277 53,775,140 
Trade and Other Receivables 8 31,765,896 22,609,650 
Other Current Assets 9 42,754 128,321 
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 130,972,927 76,513,111 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Investment accounted for using the equity method 10 1,618,306 1,865,419 
Other Financial Assets 11 - 13,728,072 
Other Non Current Receivables 15 3,707,522 1,273,055 
Property, Plant and Equipment - Buildings 12 4,420,476 4,516,260 
Property, Plant and Equipment - Other 13 1,920,961 2,065,977 
Other Non Current Assets 14 290,755 - 
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 11,958,020 23,448,783 

TOTAL ASSETS 142,930,947 99,961,894

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and Other Payables 16 83,534,071 48,174,625 
Breeders and Owners Bonus Scheme 17 11,872,913 10,792,504 
Provisions 18 824,831 807,969 
Workers Compensation Provisions 19 7,555,234 6,901,515 
Other Current Liabilities 20 613,312 833,001 
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 104,400,361 67,509,614 

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Breeders and Owners Bonus Scheme 17 4,875,905 4,593,832 
Provisions 18 301,357 450,567 
Workers Compensation Provisions 19 36,346,433 30,953,555 
Other Non Current Liabilities 21 217,892 137,586 
TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 41,741,587 36,135,540

TOTAL LIABILITIES 146,141,948 103,645,154

NET LIABILITIES (3,211,001) (3,683,260)

EQUITY
Reserves 22 (3,211,001) (3,683,260) 
Accumulated (Deficit)/Surplus 23 - - 
TOTAL EQUITY (3,211,001) (3,683,260)

The above statement of financial position should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE, 2010 RACING NSW ABN 86 281 604 417
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NOTE Reserves Accumulated
Surplus Total

$ $ $

Balance at 30 June 2008 2,241,704 - 2,241,704 

Loss for the Year (5,924,964) (5,924,964)

Total Comprehensive Income for the Year - (5,924,964) (5,924,964)

Transfer from Reserves                                                                                 23 (5,924,964) 5,924,964 - 

Balance at 1 July 2009 (3,683,260) - (3,683,260)

Profit for the Year - 472,259 472,259 

Total Comprehensive Income for the Year - 472,259 472,259 

Transfer to Reserves                                                                                23 472,259 (472,259) - 

Balance at 30 June 2010 (3,211,001) - (3,211,001)

The above statement of changes in equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE, 2010 RACING NSW ABN 86 281 604 417

Note 2010 2009
$ $

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from customers 70,767,710 68,274,779 
Payments to suppliers and employees (41,120,735) (39,676,247)
Interest received 1,225,482 1,718,439 
Finance costs (305,474) (190,380)
NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES 6(b) 30,566,984 30,126,591

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Payments for property, plant and equipment (728,254) (367,959)
Proceeds from sale of interest in associated entity (RISA) - - 
Distribution from RISA 427,633 798,369 
Proceeds from sale of Thoroughbred Trainers Service Centre - 200,000 
Proceeds from sale of plant and equipment 241,362 115,841 
Proceeds from redemption of ANZ Wholesale Trust 15,883,130 - 
NET CASH PROVIDED BY INVESTING ACTIVITIES 15,823,871 746,251

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Repayment of loan to RISA - (991,009)
Funding of Loan to RISA 7,360 (7,360)
Loans (to) related parties (1,009,078) (425,746)
NET CASH USED IN FINANCING ACTIVITIES (1,001,718) (1,424,115)

NET INCREASE IN CASH 45,389,137 29,448,727

Cash at beginning of the year 53,775,140 24,326,413

CASH AT THE END OF THE YEAR 6(a) 99,164,277 53,775,140 

The above statement of cash flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE, 2010 RACING NSW ABN 86 281 604 417
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NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING
POLICIES
(a) Basis of Preparation
These general purpose financial statements have been prepared in accor-
dance with Australian Accounting Standards (including Australian Accounting
Interpretations) and other authorative pronouncements of the Australian
Accounting Standards Board.
The financial statements covers Racing NSW as an individual entity.  Racing
NSW was established by the Thoroughbred Racing Act, 1996 of the NSW
State Parliament.
The financial statements have been prepared on an accruals basis and are
based on historical costs and do not take account of the changing values of
money, or except where stated, current valuations of non-current assets.
Cost is based on the fair values of the consideration given in exchange for
assets.
The financial statements were authorised for issue in accordance with a res-
olution of the Board of directors. The financial statements are presented in
Australian dollars.
(b) Accounting Policies
Material accounting policies adopted in the preparation of these financial
statements are presented below. The accounting policies adopted are consis-
tent with those of the previous financial year, unless otherwise stated.
Racing NSW has applied the revised AASB 101 Presentation of Financial
Statements which became effective on 1 January 2009.  The revised stan-
dard requires the separate presentation of comprehensive income and a
statement of changes in equity.  All non-owner changes in equity must now
be presented in the statement of comprehensive income.  As a consequence
Racing NSW had to change the presentation of its financial statements.
Comparative information has been re-presented so that it is also in conformi-
ty with the revised standard.
(c) Going Concern 
The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis,
which contemplates continuity of normal activities and the realisation of
assets and settlement of liabilities in the normal course of business. At 30
June 2010, Racing NSW has a net asset deficit of $3,211,001 (2009:
$3,683,260 deficit).  The Board is of the opinion that Racing NSW will contin-
ue to be able to pay its debts as and when they fall due on the basis that the
Intra-code Agreement allows Racing NSW to levy an administration charge
on wagering receipts received from TAB Limited (Tabcorp Holdings Ltd).
(d) Property, Plant and Equipment
Each class of Property, Plant and Equipment is carried at cost less, where
applicable, any accumulated depreciation and impairment.
Plant and equipment
At each end of reporting period, the directors review a number of factors
affecting plant and equipment, including their carrying values, to determine
which of these assets, grouped into cash-generating units, may be impaired.
If impairment indicators exist, the recoverable amount of the assets, being
the higher of the assets, "fair value less costs to sell" and "value in use", are
compared to the carrying values. Any excess of the assets' carrying value
over their recoverable amount is expensed in the income statement as an
impairment expense.
As the future economic benefits of Racing NSW's assets are not primarily
dependent on their ability to generate net cash inflows, and if deprived of the
asset, Racing NSW will replace the asset's remaining future economic bene-
fits, "Value in use" is determined as the depreciated replacement cost of the
asset, rather than by using discounted future cash flows.
Depreciation
The depreciable amount of all fixed assets is calculated on a straight line
basis over their estimated useful lives to Racing NSW commencing from the
time the asset is held ready for use. The asset's residual values and useful
lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each end of reporting peri-
od.
An asset's carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable
amount if the asset's carrying amount is greater than its estimated recover-
able amount. Gains and losses on disposal are determined by comparing
proceeds with the carrying amount. These gains or losses are included in the
profit or loss.

Depreciation Rate
Plant and Equipment 5-40%
Land and Buildings 2%

Leases:
Leases of fixed assets, where substantially all the risks and benefits inciden-
tal to the ownership of the asset, but not the legal ownership, are transferred
to Racing NSW, are classified as finance leases.  Finance leases are capi-
talised, recording an asset and a liability equal to the lower of the fair value
of the leased asset or the present value of the minimum lease payments,
including any guaranteed residual values. Leased assets are depreciated on
a straight line basis over the shorter of their estimated useful lives where it is
likely that Racing NSW will obtain ownership of the asset or over the term of
the lease. Lease payments are allocated between the reduction of the lease
liability and the lease interest expense for the period.  Lease payments for
operating leases, where substantially all the risks and benefits remain with
the lessor, are charged as expenses on a straight line basis over the lease
term in the periods in which they are incurred.
(e) Financial Assets
Classification
Racing NSW classifies its financial assets in the following categories: finan-
cial assets at fair value through the profit or loss and loans and receivables.
The classification depends on the purpose for which the financial assets
were acquired. Management determines the classification of its financial
assets at initial recognition.
(i) Financial Assets designated at Fair Value through the Profit or Loss:
Cash on Deposit is a financial asset designated at fair value through the prof-
it or loss. This financial asset supports the Workers Compensation provision.
In line with AASB1023 'General Insurance Contracts', fair valuing these
assets through the profit or loss eliminates recognition inconsistencies that
would arise if the assets were classified as available for sale or measured at
amortised cost.
(ii) Loans and Receivables: Loans and Receivables are non-derivative
financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in
an active market. They are included in current assets. Loans and receivables
are included in Trade and Other Receivables (Note 8) in the statement of
financial position.
Recognition and Derecognition
Regular purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised on trade-
date - the date on which Racing NSW commits to purchase or sell the asset.
Financial Assets are initially recognised at fair value plus transaction costs for
all financial assets not carried at fair value through the profit or loss.
Financial assets carried at fair value through the profit or loss are initially
recognised at fair value and transaction costs are expensed in the profit or
loss. Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows
from the financial assets have expired or have been transferred and Racing
NSW has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership.
Subsequent Measurement
Loans and receivables are carried at amortised cost using the effective inter-
est method. Financial assets designated at fair value through profit or loss
are subsequently carried at fair value. Gains or losses arising from changes
in the fair value of the 'financial assets designated at fair value through the
profit or loss' category are presented in the profit or loss within other income
or other expenses in the period in which they arise. Dividend income from
financial assets designated at fair value through the profit or loss is recog-
nised in the profit or loss as part of revenue from continuing operations when
Racing NSW's right to receive payments is established. Details of how the
fair value of financial instruments is determined is disclosed in Note 30.
Impairment
Racing NSW assesses at each end of reporting period whether there is
objective evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets is
impaired.
(f) Receivables
Trade and other receivables are recognised initially at fair value and subse-
quently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less
provision for impairment. All trade receivables, with the exception of those
relating to Breeders and Owner Bonus Scheme (BOBS), are due for settle-
ment no more than 30 days from the date of recognition. BOBS receivables
are able to be deferred for 12 months.
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NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING
POLICIES (CONT.)
(f) Receivables (cont.)
Collectability of trade and other receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis.
Debts which are known to be uncollectable are written off by reducing the
carrying amount directly. An allowance account is used when there is objec-
tive evidence that Racing NSW will not be able to collect all amounts due
according to the original terms of the receivables. Significant financial difficul-
ties of the debtor, probability that the debtor will enter bankruptcy or financial
reorganisation, and default or delinquency in payments are considered indi-
cators that the trade receivable is impaired. The amount of the impairment
allowance is the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the
present value of estimated future cash flows, discounted at the original effec-
tive interest rate. Cash flows relating to short-term receivables are not dis-
counted if the effect of discounting is immaterial.
The amount of the impairment loss is recognised in the profit or loss. When a
trade receivable for which an impairment allowance had been recognised
becomes uncollectable in a subsequent period, it is written off against the
allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off
are credited against other expenses in the profit or loss.
(g) Investments in Associates
Associates are entities over which Racing NSW has significant influence but
not control. Associates are accounted for using the equity method of account-
ing. Under the equity method of accounting, Racing NSW's share of post-
acquisition profits or losses of associates is recognised in the profit or loss
and the statement of financial position reflects Racing NSW's share of post-
acquisition movements in reserves or equity. The cumulative post-acquisition
movements are adjusted against the carrying amount of the investment.
Dividends received from associates reduce the carrying amount of the invest-
ment in the financial statements.
When Racing NSW's share of post-acquisition losses in an associate
exceeds its interest in the associate (including any unsecured receivables),
Racing NSW does not recognise further losses unless it has obligations to,
or has made payments, on behalf of the associate.
The financial statements of the associates are used to apply the equity
method. The reporting dates of the associates and the parent are identical
and both use consistent accounting policies
(h) Foreign Currency Transactions and Balances 
Foreign currency transactions during the year are converted to Australian
currency at the rates of exchange applicable at the dates of transactions.
Amounts receivable and payable in foreign currencies at the end of the
reporting period are converted at the rates of exchange ruling at that date.
The gains and losses from conversion of assets and liabilities, whether
realised or unrealised, are included in the profit or loss as they arise.
(i) Employee Benefits 
Provision is made for Racing NSW's liability for employee benefits arising
from services rendered by employees to end of reporting period. Employee
benefits expected to be settled within one year have been measured at the
amounts expected to be paid when the liability is settled, plus related on-
costs. Other employee benefits payable later than one year have been meas-
ured at the present value of the estimated future cash outflows to be made
for those benefits.  Contributions are made by Racing NSW to accumulation
employee superannuation funds and are charged as expenses when
incurred.
A liability or asset in respect of defined benefit superannuation is recognised
in the provision for employee benefits, and is measured as the difference
between the present value of employee's accrued benefits at the reporting
date and the net market value of the superannuation fund's assets at that
date. The present value of accrued benefits is based on expected future pay-
ments which arise from membership of the fund to the reporting date.
Consideration is given to expected future wage and salary levels, experience
of employees' departures and periods of service. Expected future payments
are discounted using market yields at the reporting date on national govern-
ment bonds with terms of maturity and currency that match, as closely as
possible, the estimated future cash outflows. The amount charged to the
profit or loss in respect of superannuation represents the contributions made

by Racing NSW to the superannuation fund, adjusted by the movement in
the liability.
(j) Cash and Cash Equivalents
For the purposes of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents
includes cash on hand and at bank, deposits held at call with financial institu-
tions, other short term, highly liquid investments with maturities of three
months or less, that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and
which are subject to insignificant risk of changes in value.
(k) Revenue
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or
receivable. Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised upon the delivery
of goods to customers. Interest revenue is recognised on a proportional basis
taking into account the interest rates applicable to the financial assets.
Revenue from the rendering of a service is recognised upon the delivery of
the service to the customers.  All revenue is stated net of the amount of
goods and services tax (GST).
(l) Trade, Stakes Payments and Other Payables
These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to
Racing NSW prior to the end of the financial year and which are unpaid. The
amounts are unsecured and are usually paid within 30 days of recognition.
(m) Breeders and Owners Bonus Scheme 
Racing NSW administers the Breeders and Owners Bonus Scheme
(“BOBS”).  BOBS is an incentive scheme designed to develop the NSW rac-
ing and breeding industry.  Stallions standing in New South Wales and their
progeny conceived in New South Wales are eligible to be nominated for the
scheme.  Stallion owners pay a fee to nominate their stallion to participate in
BOBS.  Owners of eligible progeny of participating stallions also pay nomina-
tion fees in respect of each eligible progeny which participates in the
scheme.  Racing NSW supplements the scheme funds with a First Charge
from the TAB distributions.
Where a participating progeny of a participating stallion wins a race at a reg-
istered meeting in New South Wales, a BOBS bonus is paid to the owners of
the horse and of the stallion according to published criteria.  Owners may
supplement the amount of the bonus by electing to credit the bonus towards
the purchase of BOBS - eligible yearlings at designated sales rather than
receive a cash payment.  A management fee is applied to cover the costs of
administering BOBS. Any deficit in the funds allocated to BOBS as at the end
of a financial year is covered by increasing the funding to BOBS in the next
financial year.  Any surplus at the end of a financial year is carried forward to
be applied under the scheme in future periods.
(n) Finance Costs
Finance costs are expensed when incurred.
(o) Workers Compensation Insurance 
Premiums received are recognised from the attachment date and are meas-
ured over the period of insurance in a pattern in accordance with the inci-
dence of risk.  Liabilities for outstanding claims are recognised for direct and
inwards reinsurance business and measured as the central estimate of the
present value of the expected future payments for claims incurred with an
additional risk margin to allow for the inherent uncertainty in the central esti-
mate.  The expected future payments includes amounts in relation to unpaid
reported claims, claims incurred but not reported (IBNR), claims incurred but
not enough reported (IBNER) and costs, including claims handling costs,
which the insurer expects to incur in settling these incurred claims.  The out-
standing claims liability is discounted for the time value of money using risk-
free discount rates that are based on current observable, objective rates that
relate to the nature, structure and term of the future obligations.
(p) Goods and Services Tax (GST) 
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST,
except where the amount of GST incurred is not recoverable from the
Australian Taxation Office. In these circumstances the GST is recognised as
part of the costs of the acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the
expense. Receivables and payables in the statement of financial position are
shown inclusive of GST. Cash flows are presented in the statement of cash
flows on a gross basis, except for the GST component of investing and
financing activities, which are disclosed as operating cash flows.
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NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING
POLICIES (CONT.)
(q) Comparative Figures
Where required by Accounting Standards, comparative figures have been
adjusted to conform with changes in presentation for the current financial
year.
(r) Government Grants
Grants from the Government are recognised at their fair value where there is
reasonable assurance that the grant will be received and Racing NSW will
comply with all attached conditions. Government grants relating to costs are
deferred and recognised in the profit or loss over the period necessary to
match them with the costs that they are intended to compensate.
(s) Provisions
Provisions for legal claims, service warranties and make good obligations are
recognised when Racing NSW has a present legal or constructive obligation
as a result of a past event, it is probable that an outflow of economic
resources will be required to settle the obligation and the amount can be reli-
ably estimated. For service warranties, the likelihood than an outflow will be
required to settle the obligation is determined by considering the class of
obligations as a whole. Provisions are not recognised for future operating
losses.
Where the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are deter-
mined by discounting the expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that
reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and, where
appropriate, the risks specific to the liability.
(t) Critical Accounting Estimates and Judgements
No critical accounting estimates and judgements have been required to be
made in the preparation of the financial report other than:
(i) Estimation of Insurance Liabilities (Refer Note 31)
(ii) Control of Workers Compensation Fund mangement have determined that
Racing NSW ultimately has the underwriting risk of the workers compensa-
tion fund and therefore has control of the fund.
(u) Accounting Standards Issued Not Yet Effective
The following accounting standards and interpretations have been issued but
are not mandatory for financial years ended 30 June 2010. It is anticipated
that they will have only a disclosure impact in the period of initial application.
-  AASB 9 (Issued December 2009): Financial Instruments
-  AASB 2009-5 (Issued May 2009): Further Amendments to Australian
Accounting Standards arising from Annual Improvements Process.
-  AASB 2010-3 (Issued June 2010): Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards arising from Annual Improvements Process.
-  AASB 2010-4 (Issued June 2010): Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards arising from Annual Improvements Process.
-  AASB 124 (Issued December 2009): Related Party Disclosures
(v) Reclassification of prior period balances
In the current financial year, the Amounts Receivable - Loans to Clubs bal-
ance of $13,217,130 has been disclosed separately to the Race Fields Fees
liability of $70,737,674. In the previous financial year this corresponding
receivable and liability were netted off against one another, and as a result of
their separate disclosures in the current financial year, the prior year bal-
ances have been re-classified. This has resulted in an Amounts Receivable -
Loans to Clubs balance of $6,853,494 in the previous financial year, with the
corresponding Race Fields Fees liability being grossed up by the same
amount.
In addition, the increase in the Reinsurance Recoveries revenue balance of
$2,921,296 has been disclosed separately to the movement in the Workers
Compensation Provisions expense of $6,046,597 in the current financial
year. In the previous financial year these corresponding revenue and
expense items were netted off against one another, and as a result of their
separate disclosures in the current financial year, the prior year balances
have been re-classified. This has resulted in an increase in prior year rev-
enue by the Reinsurance Recoveries figure of $352,900, with the prior year
Workers Compensation Fund expenses being grossed up by the correspon-
ding figure of $352,900.
Lastly, in the current financial year the Reinsurance Recoveries current
receivable of $770,674 and the non-current receivable of $3,707,522 have

been disclosed separately to the current and non-current Workers
Compensation Provisions liabilities of $7,555,234 and $36,346,433 respec-
tively. In the previous financial year these receivables were netted off against
the corresponding liabilities, but as a result of their separate disclosures in
the current financial year, the prior year balances have been re-classified.
This has resulted in a Reinsurance Recoveries current receivable of
$283,845 and non-current receivable of $1,273,055 in the previous financial
year, with the prior year Workers Compensation Provisions current and non-
current liabilities being grossed up by the corresponding amounts. 

NOTE 2: CONSOLIDATED OPERATIONS
Racing NSW - Administration includes the administrative functions of Racing
NSW in accordance with the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996. Racing NSW
provides the independent integrity functions of the NSW Thoroughbred
Racing Industry including Licensing, Stewards, Veterinary and Laboratory. In
addition it provides the co-ordination of the NSW Thoroughbred Racing
Industry including race programming, stakes payments and industry training.
Also included are Racing Colours Registration, NSW Racing Magazine,
Syndicates, Leases and Transfers and the Racing NSW Insurance Fund sep-
arately. The consolidated results encompass all divisions noted above.

NOTE 3: INCOME TAX
Racing NSW being a non-profit organisation established for the promotion of
thoroughbred racing is exempt from Income Tax pursuant to the provisions of
Section 50-45 of the Income Tax Assessment Act (1997), as amended.

NOTE 4: EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO THE END OF THE
REPORTING PERIOD
There are no circumstances that have arisen since the end of the financial
year which will significantly affect the operations of the company, the results
of those operations or the state of affairs of the company in future financial
years.

NOTE 5: STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
(i) Sale of Goods - Publications represents income derived from the sale of
advertising space in the NSW Racing Magazine as well as subscriptions to
NSW Racing Magazine by industry participants and customers.
(ii) Sale of Services represents income derived from the sale of services to
the racing industry - including stewards, handicapping, laboratory, veterinary,
race results, syndicates and stakes payments.
(iii) Workers Compensation Fund Premiums and Revenues represents premi-
ums, charges, reinsurance recoveries and other revenues of the Racing
NSW Workers Compensation Fund other than those disclosed elsewhere in
the profit or loss. (Refer to Note 32).
(iv) First Charge represents a charge to the industry based on the budgeted
expenditure for the year.
(v) Appearance Fee Receipts represents a charge to the industry based on
expected starters, to fund a $200 per starter payment to the owners of all
horses not receiving prize money.
(vi) Interest represents investment earnings and interest income, excluding
movements in the value of managed funds and property.

2010 2009
$ $

Interest from Cash at Bank 559,761 1,117,967 
Interest from Cash on Deposit 665,721 600,472 

1,225,482 1,718,439

(vii) (Loss) on Disposal of Assets represents net amounts received on sale or
trade in of assets, less the carrying value of these assets.
(viii) Gain on Disposal of Operations represents the profit on sale of
Thoroughbred Trainers Service Center to RISA.
(ix) Analytical includes staff, software and office costs associated with provid-
ing specialised analytical information.
(x) Finance includes staff, software and office costs associated with providing
finance and accounting support.
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NOTE 5: STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (CONT.)
(xi) Administration and Executive represent the administrative costs of Racing NSW including executive, property, human resources, appeals, consultants as
well as support to the Provincial Association and Racing NSW Country.
(xii) Legal represents the cost of managing legal matters and litigation, including staff costs and external representation.
(xiii) Licensing expenditure represents staff and office costs associated with the derivation of this income stream. 
(xiv) Race Fields expenditure represents staff, consultants and office costs associated with the management of race fields information use and collection of fees.
(xv) Race Results expenditure represents staff, consultants and office costs associated with the deriving of income for the provision of race result information.
(xvi) Publications expenditure includes staff and office costs as well as all production, distribution and selling costs.
(xvii) Laboratory expenditure includes staffing, depreciation of capital expenditure, consumables and occupancy costs.
(xviii) Handicapping expenditure includes staff and office costs.
(xix) Stewards' expenditure includes staffing costs, shorthand writers and office costs.
(xx) Veterinary expenditure includes staff, research horses, consumables and office costs.
(xxi) Syndicates expenditure includes staffing and office costs.
(xxii) Media costs include staff, participation in national advertising, promotional activities and monitoring of media.
(xxiii) Industry Training expenditure represent staffing costs as well as educational costs associated with the training of apprentice jockeys.
(xxiv) Stakes Payments costs include staffing, consultants, system development, bank charges and office costs.
(xxv) Information Technology represents the cost of providing an IT platform to Racing NSW and supporting staff costs.
(xxvi) Racing Office represents the cost of coordinating race dates and programming throughout NSW.
(xxvii) Appearance fees are a $200 per starter payment to the owners of all horses not receiving prize money.
(xxviii) Marketing costs include staff, consultants and promotional costs. These were included in Administration and Executive in prior years.
(xxix) Workers Compensation Insurance Fund. This Fund is designed to provide workers compensation insurance cover for employees of NSW Racing Clubs,
Associations, owners and trainers of racehorses against liability relating to injury, loss or damage either sustained or caused by jockeys, apprentices, stable
hands, workers, servants, employees or agents in their employment or acting on their behalf pursuant to NSW Workcover legislation. In July 2000 Racing
NSW signed a service contract with ASWIG Pty Limited (ASWIG). This contact specified that ASWIG were to provide to Racing NSW management services in
relation to the insurance fund. From 1 July 2005, the Fund was managed by QBE Insurance. Effective from 1 July 2006 the fund has been managed in-house
by Racing NSW. (Refer to Note 32).
(xxx) Finance costs include interest expense, bank charges and bank guarantee fees.
(xxxi) Asian Racing Conference includes all direct revenue and expenditure related to running the Asian Racing Conference.
(xxxii) Profit/(Loss) after Income Tax 
The profit has been determined after : 2010 2009

$ $
Finance Costs
Bank Charges 37,028 49,280 
Bank Guarantee 268,446 141,100 
Total Finance Costs 305,474 190,380
Depreciation and impairment expense of non-current assets
- Land and Building Depreciation Expense 95,784 95,784
- Plant and Equipment Depreciation Expense 621,245 757,354
Total Depreciation and Impairment Expense 717,029 853,138
Bad and Doubtful Debts
- Trade Debtors written off 1,852 10,974
Total Bad and Doubtful Debts 1,852 10,974

Rental Expense on Operating Lease 15,275 11,226

Total (Loss) on disposal of non-current assets:
- Property, Plant and Equipment (10,662) (5,954)

Total (Loss) on disposal of non-current assets (10,662) (5,954)
Remuneration of Auditor 
- audit services 85,300 86,594
- non-audit services - -
Total Remuneration of Auditor 85,300 86,594

Employee Benefits Expense (excluding Superannuation) 7,700,073 7,185,363

Defined Contribution Superannuation Expense 605,263 493,297
Defined Benefit Superannuation Expense 146,890 226,973
Defined Benefit Superannuation Movement (163,025) 208,573
Individually Significant Items (Refer Note 19):
Gross Increase in Reinsurance Recoveries relating to Insurance Claims Liability as recommended by the Actuary 2,921,296 352,900
Gross Increase in Provision relating to Insurance Claims Liability as recommended by the Actuary 6,046,597 4,414,070
Net Increase in Provision relating to Insurance Claims Liability as recommended by the Actuary 3,125,301 4,061,170 
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2010 2009
$ $

NOTE 6: CASH FLOW INFORMATION
a) Reconciliation of Cash
Cash and Cash Equivalents 99,164,277 53,775,140 

99,164,277 53,775,140

As at 30 June 2010, Racing NSW had credit facilities in place with a limit of $0 (2009: $100,000) with an amount of $0 (2009: $100,000) undrawn at the bal-
ance date. This facility was reviewed during the year and no longer required.
b) Reconciliation of Cash Flow from Operating Activities
Profit / (Loss) after Income Tax 472,259 (5,924,964)
Loss on Sale of Assets 10,662 5,954
Gain on Sale of Operations - (194,092)
Depreciation and Impairment Expense 717,029 853,137
Share of net (profit)/loss in associate (RISA) (173,160) 217,169
(Gain)/Loss on investment (2,155,058) 2,791,131

(1,128,268) (2,251,666)

Decrease in Trade Debtors 1,202,892 114,543
Decrease/(increase) in Prepayments 41,932 (47,144)
(Increase) in Stakes Payment Debtors (2,212,910) (447,994)
(Increase) in Other Debtors (7,108,235) (6,916,309)
(Increase) in Other Non Current Receivables (2,434,467) (277,136)
(Increase) in Other Non Current Assets (290,754) -
Increase/(decrease) in Trade Creditors and BOBS Creditors 1,642,413 (552,675)
Increase/(decrease) in Stakes Payment Creditors 397,065 (1,450,593)
Increase in Jockeys Welfare 1,196,574 -
Increase/(decrease) in Sundry Creditors and Accruals 652,467 (830,815)
(Decrease)/increase in Leave Provisions (132,348) 328,661
Increase in Race Fields Fees 32,694,026 38,043,648
Increase in Insurance Claims Provision 6,046,597 4,414,070

31,695,252 32,378,256

Cash Flows from operating activities 30,566,984 30,126,591

NOTE 7: CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash at Bank 32,873,020 24,514,105
Cash on Deposit - Workers Compensation 29,129,668 12,223,775
Cash on Deposit - Racefields 37,161,589 17,037,260
Total Cash and Cash Equivalents 99,164,277 53,775,140

The Cash at Bank bears floating interest rates between 4.0% and 4.33% (2009:  2.50% and 2.84%). Cash on Deposit bears interest rates of between 4.78%
and 4.81% (2009: 3.2%). The Cash on Deposit - Workers Compensation are pledged as security for the ANZ Bank Guarantee to Workcover (Note 19).

NOTE 8: TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
Trade Debtors 1,633,278 2,834,318 
Provision for Doubtful Debts (70,649) (68,797)
Sundry Debtors 1,671,379 1,377,334 
Amounts receivable from associated entities:
- Racing NSW Country Limited 4,202,861 3,313,791
- Racingcorp Pty Limited 52,442 91,418
- Australian Racing Board Limited 1,089,687 930,703
Reinsurance Recoveries Receivable 770,674 283,845
Amounts receivable - Loans to Clubs 13,217,130 6,853,494
RISA - 7,360
Stakes Payment Debtors 9,199,094 6,986,184 
Total Receivables 31,765,896 22,609,650
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2010 2009
$ $

NOTE 9: OTHER CURRENT ASSETS
Prepayments 42,754 84,687 
Other Debtors - 43,634 

42,754 128,321

NOTE 10: INVESTMENTS ACCOUNTED FOR USING THE EQUITY METHOD
Interest in Associated Entity
Name of Entity Principal Country of Reporting 2010 2009

Activity Incorporation Date
Racing Information Services Australia Pty Ltd (RISA) Maximising

benefits of
racing

information Australia 30/06/2010
Ownership Interest 35.0% 35.0%
Voting Power 35.0% 35.0%

2010 2009
$ $

Movements in carrying amounts
At beginning of financial year

1,865,419 2,880,957 
Distribution from RISA

(420,273) (798,369)
Share of operating profit/(loss) after income tax 173,160 (217,169)
At end of financial year 1,618,306 1,865,419 

Total Investments Accounted for using Equity Method 1,618,306 1,865,419

Summarised financial information of RISA as at 30 June 2010

Racing NSW's share of the results of RISA and its aggregated assets and liabilities are as follows:
Assets 4,189,538 3,993,082
Liabilities 713,703 690,407
Equity 3,475,835 3,302,675
Revenues 2,252,831 2,145,617
Profit/(Loss) 173,160 (217,169)
Share of RISA's commitments
Capital commitments - -
Lease commitments - - 

- -
Contingent liabilities of RISA
Share incurred jointly with other investors - - 
Further information on the RISA investment can be found in Note 33

NOTE 11: FINANCIAL ASSETS
ANZ Wholesale Investment Trust - 13,728,072 

- 13,728,072

On 23rd March 2010 the ANZ Wholesale Investment Trust was redeemed and converted to a Term Deposit. The ANZ Term Deposit is an asset of the Workers
Compensation Fund (Refer Note 32). This investment is mortgaged to the ANZ Bank and acts as security for the ANZ Bank Guarantee to Workcover (Note
19).

NOTE 12: PROPERTY, PLANT and EQUIPMENT - BUILDINGS
Land and Buildings - at cost 4,779,320 4,779,320
Less accumulated depreciation 358,844 263,060
Total Land and Buildings 4,420,476 4,516,260
Movement in Carrying Amounts
Balance at Beginning of Year 4,516,260 4,612,044
Depreciation Expense (95,784) (95,784)
Carrying Amount at the end of the year 4,420,476 4,516,260
The Druitt Street property was purchased on 29th September 2006.
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NOTE 13: PROPERTY, PLANT and EQUIPMENT - OTHER
Plant and Equipment - at cost 6,534,280 7,179,815
Less accumulated depreciation 4,613,319 5,113,838
Total Plant and Equipment 1,920,961 2,065,977
Movement in Carrying Amounts
Balance at Beginning of Year 2,065,977 2,583,076
Additions 728,254 367,959
Disposals (252,025) (127,704)
Depreciation Expense (621,245) (757,354)
Carrying Amount at the end of the year 1,920,961 2,065,977

Plant and equipment above is comprised of the following categories.

Laboratory Equipment - at cost 2,995,028 2,785,466
Less accumulated depreciation 2,599,325 2,396,055
Total Laboratory Equipment 395,703 389,411
Movement in Carrying Amounts
Balance at Beginning of Year 389,411 676,918
Additions 209,563 3,729
Depreciation Expense (203,271) (291,236)
Carrying Amount at the end of the year 395,703 389,411

Building Fit-out, Furniture and Fittings - at cost 947,255 947,255
Less accumulated depreciation 347,596 251,603
Total Building Fit-out, Furniture and Fittings 599,659 695,652
Movement in Carrying Amounts
Balance at Beginning of Year 695,652 795,900
Additions - -
Depreciation Expense (95,993) (100,248)
Carrying Amount at the end of the year 599,659 695,652

Office and Other Equipment - at cost 1,566,429 2,396,587
Less accumulated depreciation 1,394,818 2,178,569
Total Office and Other Equipment 171,611 218,018
Movement in Carrying Amounts
Balance at Beginning of Year 218,018 345,081
Additions 72,785 37,481
Disposals - (5,909)
Depreciation Expense (119,192) (158,635)
Carrying Amount at the end of the year 171,611 218,018

Motor Vehicles - at cost 1,025,568 1,050,508
Less accumulated depreciation 271,580 287,612
Total Motor Vehicles 753,988 762,896
Movement in Carrying Amounts
Balance at Beginning of Year 762,896 765,177
Additions 445,906 326,749
Disposals (252,025) (121,795)
Depreciation Expense (202,789) (207,235)
Carrying Amount at the end of the year 753,988 762,896

NOTE 14: OTHER NON CURRENT ASSETS
Other Assets 290,755 - 

290,755 -

NOTE 15: OTHER NON CURRENT RECEIVABLES
Non Current Reinsurance Recoveries Receivable 3,707,522 1,273,055 

3,707,522 1,273,055
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NOTE 16: TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
Trade Creditors 942,452 662,521 
Other Creditors and Accruals 2,084,470 1,449,905 
Employee Leave 778,649 690,531 
Jockeys Welfare Fund 1,196,574 - 
Stakes Payment Creditors 7,204,457 6,807,392
Race Fields Fees 70,737,674 38,043,648
Benevolent Fund 589,795 520,628
Total Creditors and Accruals 83,534,071 48,174,625

Stakes Payments Creditors represent balances on industry participant accounts that are due to be paid out. The Benevolent Fund is an amount held in trust to
be applied to eligible industry participants under significant financial hardship.
The Jockeys Welfare Fund represents amounts held in trust to be applied to payment of Jockey Public Liability and Personal Accident Insurances and welfare
and career benefit schemes.
Race Fields Fees represents fees collected under the Racing Administration Act 1998 that have not been distributed pending the legal challenges of Betfair
Aust Pty Ltd and Sportsbet Pty Ltd in relation to the validity of those fees.

NOTE 17: BREEDERS AND OWNERS BONUS SCHEME
Current
Breeders and Owners Bonus Scheme 11,872,913 10,792,504 
Total Current 11,872,913 10,792,504

Non-Current
Breeders and Owners Bonus Scheme 4,875,905 4,593,832
Total Non-Current 4,875,905 4,593,832

16,748,818 15,386,336 

BOBS current liability are those amounts expected to be settled within the next 12 months or within Racing NSW's normal operating cycle.  BOBS is funded by
stallion owners who pay a fee to nominate their stallion to participate in BOBS and owners of eligible progeny of participating stallions who also pay nomina-
tion fees in respect of each eligible progeny which participates in the scheme.  Racing NSW supplements the scheme funds with a First Charge from the TAB
distributions. (Refer Note 1(m))

NOTE 18: PROVISIONS
Current
Employee Benefits 824,831 807,969
Total Current 824,831 807,969

Non-Current
Employee Benefits 301,357 450,567
Total Non-Current 301,357 450,567

Total Provisions for Employee Benefits 1,126,188 1,258,536

Superannuation Fund
A number of employees of Racing NSW are entitled to benefits on retirement, disability or death from the Racing NSW Superannuation Plan. The fund pro-
vides target lump sum benefits based on years of service and final average salary.
Present value of employees accrued benefits 2,061,399 2,558,555
Net market value of assets held by the fund to meet future benefit payments 1,903,390 2,237,521
Adjustment for known shortfall - -
Excess of the present value of employees accrued benefits over assets held to meet future benefit payments. 
(included within employee benefits provision) 158,009 321,034

NOTE 19: WORKERS COMPENSATION PROVISION
Current
Provision for Insurance Outstanding Claims 7,555,234 6,901,515
Total Current 7,555,234 6,901,515

Non-Current
Provision for Insurance Outstanding Claims 36,346,433 30,953,555
Total Non-Current 36,346,433 30,953,555

Total Provisions for Workers Compensation 43,901,667 37,855,070
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NOTE 19: WORKERS COMPENSATION PROVISION (CONT.)

Workers Compensation Provisions
Opening Balance of Workers Compensation Provisions 37,855,070 33,441,000
Gross Movement in Workers Compensation Provisions 6,046,597 4,414,070
Closing Balance of Workers Compensation Provisions 43,901,667 37,855,070

The movement in the Workers Compensation Provision is shown at a Gross of any Reinsusrance Recoveries. This is a change from prior years when the
amount was shown Net of any Reinsurance Recoveries.
Gross Movement in Workers Compensation Provisions 6,046,597 4,414,070
Less Increase in Reinsurance Recoveries 2,921,296 352,900
Net Movement in Workers Compensation Provision 3,125,301 4,061,170

Provision for Insurance Outstanding Claims
An actuarial valuation of the Insurance Funds' outstanding claims was performed by independent actuaries, Finity Consulting Pty Limited, as at 30 June 2010.
The ANZ Bank had issued guarantees amounting to $36,298,000 as at 30 June 2010 (2009:$30,953,000) in favour of Workcover Authority of NSW. This guar-
antee is required under the terms of Racing NSW's insurance licence. In accordance with the Workers Compensation Act 1987 Clause 7.3.6 and actuarial rec-
ommendations, Racing NSW has provided for a prudential margin of 20% (2009: 20%) in respect of the net central estimate of liabilities relating to the spe-
cialised insurer's license and a prudential margin of 50% (2009: 50%) in respect of the net central estimate of liabilities relating to the self insurer's license.
Racing NSW is currently in the process of increasing the ANZ Bank Guarantee to $39,400,000 as a requirement of NSW Workcover guidelines.
The directors have determined that these prudential risk margins are appropriate to increase the likelihood that the provision will be adequate to meet the cost
of claims.  Due to the small amount of claim data and the difficulties in determining a mathematical distribution appropriate to Racing NSW, the probability of
adequacy corresponding to the margin cannot be reliably estimated. 
The movement in Workers Compensation Provision is recognised as either income or an expense of the period.

NOTE 20: OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES
Deferred Income 613,312 833,001

613,312 833,001

Monies received by Racing NSW at the end of the reporting period for products or services not yet provided are classified as current deferred income. These
items include subscriptions received for registration of racing colours, license fees, Workers Compensation Insurance premiums and subscriptions to NSW
Racing magazine which will be recognised in the next 12 months.

NOTE 21: OTHER NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
Deferred Income 217,892 137,586

217,892 137,586 

Monies received by Racing NSW at the end of the reporting period for products or services to be provided in more than 12 months time are classified as non
current deferred income. These items include subscriptions received for registration of racing colours, license fees, Workers Compensation Insurance premi-
ums and subscriptions to NSW Racing magazine.

NOTE 22: RESERVES
The following reserves have been set aside in accordance with a resolution of Racing NSW.
Reserves
General Reserve 1,461,249 1,288,089
Operating Reserve 731,975 731,975
Industry Distribution Reserve 2,281,530 2,192,544
Workers Compensation Reserve (7,685,755) (7,895,868)
Total Reserves (3,211,001) (3,683,260)
Movement in Reserves
General Reserve
Balance at the beginning of the year 1,288,089 1,505,258
Transfers from/(to) accumulated surplus 173,160 (217,169)
Balance reserve at the end of the year 1,461,249 1,288,089

Operating Reserve
Balance at the beginning of the year 731,975 731,975
Transfers from accumulated surplus - -
Balance reserve at the end of the year 731,975 731,975

Industry Distribution Reserve
Balance at the beginning of the year 2,192,544 1,753,127
Transfers from accumulated surplus 88,986 439,417
Balance reserve at the end of the year 2,281,530 2,192,544
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NOTE 22: RESERVES (CONT.)

Workers Compensation Reserve
Balance at the beginning of the year (7,895,868) (1,748,656)
Transfers from/(to) accumulated surplus 210,113 (6,147,212)
Balance reserve at the end of the year (7,685,755) (7,895,868)

Total Reserves (3,211,001) (3,683,260)

The Industry Distribution Reserve, General Reserve and Operating Reserve represent monies that have progressively been accumulated by Racing NSW from
its operation since inception, to fund different areas of its general activities segment. The Workers Compensation Reserve represents accumulated losses from
Racing NSW Workers Compensation segment.

NOTE 23: ACCUMULATED SURPLUS
Accumulated surplus at beginning of the financial year - -
Total Funds transferred to/(from) Reserves 472,259 (5,924,964)
Transfer (to)/from General Reserve (173,160) 217,169
Transfer (to) Operating Reserve - -
Transfer (to) Industry Distribution Reserve (88,986) (439,417)
Transfer (to)/from Workers Compensation Reserve (210,113) 6,147,212
Accumulated surplus at end of the financial year - -

NOTE 24: CAPITAL AND LEASING COMMITMENTS
Operating lease Commitments
Non-cancellable operating lease contracted for but not capitalised in the financial statements
Payable not later than 1 year 16,056 8,675
Payable later than 1 year and not later than 5 years 26,760 - 

42,816 8,675 

NOTE 25: CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Racing NSW organises public liability insurance on behalf of all bodies, including race clubs in the NSW racing industry. The insurance is placed through
arrangements with licensed insurer Employers Mutual Limited known as the Captive Fund, participated in by the racing industries of NSW, Victoria and
Queensland. Under the Captive Fund, participating states may be liable for supplementary premiums of up to $2.1 million depending on the claims perform-
ance of the Captive Fund. While it is not envisaged that the claims performance will require supplementary premium payments during the financial year ended
30 June 2010 any shortfall requiring supplementary premium payments would be shared among the participating bodies and race clubs in NSW. The Captive
Fund was quarantined as of 30 June 2006. 
Racing NSW is currently defending Federal Court proceedings commenced by Betfair Aust Pty Ltd and Sportsbet Pty Ltd in respect of Race Field Fees col-
lected by Racing NSW under the Racing Administration Act 1998. An adverse decision in that case may result in an order to repay Race Field fees (included in
Note 16). Due to the uncertainty of the litigation no other provisions have been made.
Racing NSW is not aware of any material contingent liabilities which are required to be disclosed in these financial statements, other than the guarantees pro-
vided by the ANZ Bank in favour of Workcover Authority of NSW amounting to $36,298,000 (2009: $30,953,000) at the end of the reporting period, against a
facility of $36,298,000 (2009: $32,000,000). Unused facilities at the end of the reporting period amount to $0 (2009: $1,047,000). 
Assets pledged as security.
The carrying amounts of assets pledged as security for the financial guarantees issued by the ANZ bank in favour of Workcover are set out in note 7 and 11.
A registered mortgage debenture over all the assets of Racing NSW is held by the ANZ bank.
The Cash on Deposit - Workers Compensation is pledged as security for the ANZ Bank Guarantee to Workcover.

NOTE 26: KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL
a) Key Management Personnel
The following persons were key management personnel of Racing NSW during the financial year:
Name Position Held
Alan Brown Chairman
Alan Bell Vice Chairman
Ken Brown AM Board Member
Kim Harding Board Member
Arthur Inglis Board Member
Peter V'landys Chief Executive Officer
Ray Murrihy General Manager - Integrity
Paul Eriksson General Manager - Finance & IT
Andrew Vadasz Laboratory Director (Retired 8 September 2009)
John Keledjian Laboratory Director - Operations (Appointed 9 September 2009)
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NOTE 26: KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL (CONT.)
Andrew McKinney Laboratory Director - Scientific (Appointed 9 September 2009)
Keith Bulloch General Manager - Regulatory
Scott Kennedy General Manager - Industry & Analytical
Pete Sweney Legal Counsel
Natalie Tipping General Manager - Insurance
Maurice Logue General Manager - Employment & Education
Victoria Samba General Manager - Marketing

b) Key Management Personnel Compensation
Salary, Bonuses and Fees 2,276,038 1,873,725 
Non-Cash Benefits 103,800 123,454
Other Long Term Benefits 50,240 9,491
Superannuation 316,314 256,416
Total 2,746,392 2,263,086

Key management personnel are those persons having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the entity, directly or
indirectly, including any director (whether executive or otherwise) of that entity.

c) Policy for determining the nature and amount of key management personnel compensation
The remuneration of Board Members is established by the Thoroughbred Racing Act, 1996.
The remuneration of the Chief Executive is subject to a contract for executive services, with the level of remuneration subject to annual review by the Board of
Racing NSW. Due to the nature of Racing NSW as an entity, remuneration while being performance based, is not tied to the achievement of specific objec-
tives, nor is it tied to shareholder value and no formal bonus structure is in place.
The remuneration of the other key management personnel is determined by the Chief Executive Officer, with the level of remuneration subject to annual
review by the Chief Executive Officer.  Remuneration while being performance based, is not tied to the achievement of specific objectives, nor is it tied to
shareholder value and no formal bonus structure is in place.
Due to the nature of Racing NSW as an entity, no Board Member or employee receives compensation in the form of equity instruments.
There are no loans to key management personnel and their related parties.

NOTE 27: ENTITY DETAILS
Racing NSW was established as the NSW Thoroughbred Racing Board, an entity under the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996. As such it is an entity incorporat-
ed and domiciled in Australia.
The registered office and principal place of business of the Board is:  Level 7, 51 Druitt Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000.

NOTE 28: SEGMENT REPORTING
2010 2009

Racing NSW Insurance Total Racing NSW Insurance Total
Primary Reporting - Business Segments
Revenue
External Sales 24,086,122 12,920,807 37,006,929 20,308,398 9,398,323 29,706,721
Other Revenue 549,099 665,721 1,214,820 1,307,365 599,212 1,906,577
Movement in Market Value of Investment - 2,155,058 2,155,058 - (2,791,131) (2,791,131)
Share of Profit of associated entity 173,160 - 173,160 - - - 
Total Segment Revenue 24,808,381 15,741,586 40,549,967 21,615,763 7,206,404 28,822,167

Expenditure 23,829,265 15,531,414 39,360,679 20,323,385 13,353,439 33,676,824
Depreciation 716,970 59 717,029 852,961 177 853,138 
Share of Loss of associated entity - - - 217,169 - 217,169 
Total Segment Expenditure 24,546,235 15,531,473 40,077,708 21,393,515 13,353,616 34,747,131

Segment Result 262,146 210,113 472,259 222,248 (6,147,212) ($5,924,964)

Assets
Segment Assets 107,704,777 33,607,864 141,312,641 70,587,728 27,508,747 98,096,475
Investments in Assets Accounted for using the Equity Method 1,618,306 - 1,618,306 1,865,419 - 1,865,419
Total Assets 109,323,083 33,607,864 142,930,947 72,453,147 27,508,747 99,961,894
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NOTE 28: SEGMENT REPORTING (CONT.)
2010 2009

Racing NSW Insurance Total Racing NSW Insurance Total

Liabilities
Segment Liabilities 101,993,986 44,147,962 146,141,948 65,530,634 38,114,520 103,645,154
Total Liabilities 101,983,986 44,147,962 146,141,948 65,530,634 38,114,520 103,645,154

Net Assets/(Liabilities)      7,329,097 (10,540,098) (3,211,001) 6,922,513 (10,605,773) (3,683,260)

Purchase of Non-Current Assets 728,254 - 728,254 367,959 - 367,959

Impairment Losses - - - - - -

Significant Non Cash Expenses other than Depreciation - 6,046,597 6,046,597 - 4,414,070 4,414,070

The primary business activity of Racing NSW is provision of racing services to the industry.  The secondary activity is the Workers Compensation Fund.  All
income and expenditure is incurred within the thoroughbred racing industry within the state of New South Wales, Australia.
Segment revenues, expenses, assets and liabilities are those that are directly attributable to a segment and the relevant portion that can be allocated to the
segment on a reasonable basis. Segment assets include all assets used by a segment. While most of these assets can be directly attributable to individual
segments, the carrying amounts of certain assets used jointly by segments are allocated based on reasonable estimates of usage.
The entity operates in one geographical segment, being NSW Australia.

NOTE 29: RELATED PARTIES
(a) Key Management Personnel
The key management personnel of the company are disclosed in note 26(a).
The names of the key management personnel who were members of the Board at any time during the year were as follows:
A. Brown K. Brown AM
A. Bell K. Harding
A. Inglis P.N. V'landys
Mr A. Brown and Mr P. N. V'landys, both board members of Racing NSW, are also directors of Racingcorp Pty Limited and each beneficially own for Racing
NSW one Class A1 share unit in Racingcorp Pty Limited.
Mr A. Brown and Mr P. N. V'landys are also directors of Australian Racing Board Limited.
Set up fees for the Racing NSW Rewards Club of $172,658 have been incurred with PinPoint Pty Limited. PinPoint Pty Limited is owned by Kim Harding a
Board member of Racing NSW. These transactions are conducted on normal commercial terms. The balance outstanding at year end amounted to $172,658
and is included within trade and other payables in note 16.

(b) Other Related Parties
Racing NSW undertakes accounting, administrative, banking and payroll services and support for Racing NSW Country Limited, NSW TRB Training Limited,
Racingcorp Pty Limited and Australian Racing Board Limited. Refer Notes 8 and 16 for amounts due from/payable to these related entities. Amounts disclosed
below detail transactions with these related entities during the year. These transactions are on normal commercial terms.  These are summarised as follows:

Expenses Paid on behalf of entity Receipts taken on behalf of entity
- Racing NSW Country Limited 57,494,204 56,605,134 
- Australian Racing Board Limited 1,010,507 851,523 
- Racingcorp Pty Limited 137,450 176,426 
- NSW TRB Training Limited 646,731 649,504

NOTE 30: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES
a) General objectives, policies and processes
Activities undertaken by Racing NSW may expose the business to a variety of financial risks: credit risk, liquidity risk, market risk and insurance risk. The
Board has overall responsibility for the determination of Racing NSW's financial risk management objectives and policies.  Racing NSW's financial risk man-
agement policies and objectives are therefore designed to minimise the potential impacts of these risks on the results of Racing NSW where such impacts
may be material.
Racing NSW has a central treasury function which implements the financial risk management policies approved by the Board of Directors.
There have been no substantive changes in Racing NSW's exposure to financial instrument risk, its objectives, policies and processes for managing those
risks or the methods used to measure them from previous periods unless otherwise stated.

b) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that the other party to the financial instrument will fail to discharge their obligations resulting in Racing NSW's incurring a financial loss.
Racing NSW trades only with recognised, credit worthy third parties.  Receivable balances are monitored on an ongoing basis with the result that Racing
NSW's exposure to bad debts is not significant. 
The maximum exposure to credit risk, excluding the value of any collateral or other security, at the end of the reporting period to recognised financial assets is
the carrying amount, net of any provisions for doubtful debts of those assets, as disclosed in the statement of financial position and notes to the financial state-
ments.
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NOTE 30: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES (CONT.)
b) Credit risk (cont.)
Trade Debtors 1,562,629 2,765,521
Other Receivables 21,004,173 12,857,945 
Stakes Payment Debtors 9,199,094 6,986,184 
Cash at Bank 32,873,020 24,514,105
Cash on Deposit 66,291,257 29,261,035
Investments - 13,728,072

130,930,173 90,112,862

Concentration of Debtors
Racing NSW determines the credit risk from the type of debtor and type of debt. Stakes Payment debtors are recoverable as Racing NSW has significant con-
trol over industry funding and acts as the facilitator between industry participants for the distribution of these funds.
A significant proportion of Trade Debtors relates to BOBS. BOBS trade debtors as at 30 June 2010 were $1,309,149 (2009: $2,601,394). The Board believes
the credit risk is negligible due to control over future winnings attributable to these debtors.
A significant proportion of Other Receivables comprise amounts receivable from the associated entities Racing NSW Country Limited, Racingcorp Pty Limited
and Australian Racing Board Limited. The receivables as at 30 June 2010 were $4,202,861 (2009:$3,313,791), $52,442 (2009:$91,418) and $1,089,687
(2009:$930,703) respectively.
The Board believes the credit risk is negligible due to control over the funding through the Racing Distribution Agreement, Inter-Code Agreement and the Intra-
Code Agreement. 

Impairment
Impairment is determined based on the type of debtor and the type of debt.  Normal trading terms are 30 days from date of invoice, however in respect of
Stakes Payment debtors this may vary depending on the debtor type. In general the major Stakes Payment debtors have 30 working days following the fort-
nightly prize money pay run to clear their accounts. This is generally automatic as Racing NSW facilitates distribution of the TAB Product Fees to Stakes
Payment debtors.
Unpaid Trade debtor's accounts over 90 days are reviewed for impairment.  Outstanding Other Receivables are reviewed for impairment on an individual
basis. The provision for impairment is based on the likelihood of recovery after contact with the debtor and assessment of recourse action available.

2010 Trade and Other Receivables ageing are as follows:
Total Current 30 days 60 Days 90 Days

$ $ $ $ $
Maximum Exposure - Trade Debtors 1,633,278 507,406 780,897 4,540 340,435 
Maximum Exposure - Stakes Payment Debtors 9,199,094 9,199,094 - - - 
Maximum Exposure - Other Receivables 21,004,173 7,787,043 - - 13,217,130 

31,836,545 17,493,543 780,897 4,540 13,557,565

Amount past due but not considered Impaired 14,272,353 - 780,897 4,540 13,486,916 
Amount past due considered Impaired 70,649 - - - 70,649 

14,343,002 - 780,897 4,540 13,557,565 

Impairment provision (70,649) - - - (70,649)
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Objectives and Policies Process for Managing the Risk Methods used to Measure the Risk
Policies require that Cash at Bank and Cash on Deposit be No changes to investments are made The holdings and performance of Cash at
placed with major banks approved by the Board. without Board approval. Deposits and term Bank and Cash on Deposit are reported to

investments are placed with major banks the Board on a monthly basis.
with rating AA or above.

Debtors are assessed as to likely recovery prior to advancing Debtors are reviewed on an ongoing basis Aged Debtors Balances are reviewed on a
credit. Stakes Payment Debtors and Trade Debtors are depending on type of debt. Collectability is regular basis.
reviewed and treated separately. assessed on a regular basis.
Policies require that all Investments be placed with major No changes to investments are made The holdings and performance of Investments
institutions approved by the Board. without Board approval. are reported to the Board on a monthly basis.



NOTE 30: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES (CONT.)
b) Credit risk (cont.)

Total Current 30 days 60 Days 90 Days
$ $ $ $ $

2009 Trade and Other Receivables ageing are as follows:
Maximum Exposure - Trade Debtors 2,834,318 2,333,320 24,673 6,022 470,303 
Maximum Exposure - Stakes Payment Debtors 6,986,184 6,986,184 - - - 
Maximum Exposure - Other Receivables 12,857,945 6,004,451 - - 6,853,494 

22,678,447 15,323,955 24,673 6,022 7,323,797

Amount past due but not considered Impaired 7,285,695 - 24,673 6,022 7,255,000 
Amount past due considered Impaired 68,797 - - - 68,797 

7,354,492 - 24,673 6,022 7,323,797 

Impairment provision (68,797) - - - (68,797)

Trade debtor amounts are unsecured. Stakes Payment debtor and Other Receivable amounts are primarily Racing Clubs and are indirectly secured through
industry agreements.
Trade debtors are primarily BOBS and are indirectly secured through the BOBS funding agreement. The Board does not believe there is any material credit
risk on the debtor balances that are past due but not considered impaired due to the agreements in place.
Allowance for Impairment Loss
Trade Receivables are non-interest bearing and are generally required to be settled with 30 days. BOBS receivables may be deferred for 12 months. A provi-
sion for impairment loss is recognised when there is objective evidence that an individual trade receivable is impaired. Movements in the provision for impair-
ment loss were as follows.

2010 2009
$ $

Opening Balance 68,797 107,915 
Provision for Doubtful Receivables 1,852 -
Receivables written off during the year - (10,974)
Reversal of amount provided - (28,144)
Closing Balance 70,649 68,797

Concentration of Investments
Racing NSW determines the credit risk from the bank or institution that retains funds of the business. There is a concentration of credit risk with respect to cur-
rent bank deposits and investments in the following institutions.
Institution
ANZ Bank 99,164,277 53,775,140
ANZ Wholesale Investment Trust - 13,728,072
Total 99,164,277 67,503,212

c) Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that Racing NSW may encounter difficulties raising funds to meet commitments associated with financial instruments.
The only borrowings for Racing NSW are those related to the RISA investment.  These borrowings are supported by the RISA investment and no interest is
payable on the loan. The loan is repaid through annual distributions from RISA.

Concentration of Creditor
Racing NSW determines the credit risk from the type of creditor and type of payable. Stakes Payment creditors are generally offset by Stakes Payment
debtors. Racing NSW acts as the facilitator between industry participants for the distribution of these funds.
There is no concentration of credit risk with respect to current payables.
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Objectives and Policies Process for Managing the Risk Methods used to Measure the Risk
Board policies require that Racing NSW maintain adequate Racing NSW monitors liquidity risk by daily Racing NSW manages purchases and staff
cash reserves to meet the liquidity demands when due and monitoring of the cash position and regular remuneration within an expenditure budget.
payable. review of the annual cash flow.
Borrowings are not generally undertaken by the Board. Any Borrowings must be 100% supported by the
borrowing must be approved by the Board. investment.
Trade Creditors are assessed as to quality of service Trade Creditors are paid weekly based on Trade Creditors’ ledger is reviewed on a 
provided and paid within due date following General Manager due date and managerial authorisation. monthly basis.
Authorisation.
Stakes Payment Creditors are paid on a fortnightly basis. Stakes Payment Creditors are paid fortnightly Industry Creditors are reviewed every

in arrears following authorisation by the Chief fortnight when they are paid.
Executive.
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NOTE 30: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES (CONT.)
c) Liquidity Risk (cont.)
Maturity Analysis for Financial Liabilities - 2010

Carrying Contractual < 6 Months 6-12 Months 1-4 years
Amount Cash Flows

$ $ $ $ $
Trade and Other Payables 4,813,291 4,813,291 4,813,291 - - 
Stakes Payment Creditors 7,204,457 7,204,457 7,204,457 - - 
Breeders and Owners Bonus Schemes 16,748,818 16,748,818 5,072,261 6,800,652 4,875,905 
Racefields 70,737,674 70,737,674 70,737,674 - - 
Total 99,504,240 99,504,240 87,827,683 6,800,652 4,875,905

Maturity Analysis for Financial Liabilities - 2009
Trade and Other Payables 2,633,054 2,633,054 2,633,054 - - 
Stakes Payment Creditors 6,807,392 6,807,392 6,807,392 - - 
Breeders and Owners Bonus Schemes 15,386,336 15,386,336 5,911,398 4,881,106 4,593,832 
Racefields 38,043,648 38,043,648 38,043,648 - - 
Total 62,870,430 62,870,430 53,395,492 4,881,106 4,593,832

Economic Dependency
Racing NSW received 22.48% (2009: 25.09%) of its income via a First Charge on the TAB distributions to the Thoroughbred Racing Industry. This distribution
is governed by the NSW Racing Distribution Agreement as entered into by Racingcorp Pty Limited and TAB Limited. Consequently, Racing NSW is economi-
cally dependent on TAB Limited.

d) Market Risk
Market Risk includes interest rate risk and price risk and arises from the use of interest bearing financial instruments.  Racing NSW is exposed to fluctuations
in interest rates on its cash holdings and cash deposits. Racing NSW is exposed to price risk on its investments.
Interest Rate Risk
Racing NSW is exposed to fluctuations in interest rates on its cash at bank balances. Cash on Deposit have short term fixed interest rates.  There are no inter-
est bearing financial liabilities.  The effective weighted average interest rate on financial assets is shown below. 

2010 Effective Floating Fixed Non Total
Weighted Interest Interest Interest
Average Rate Maturing Bearing

Interest Rate < 1 year
$ $ $ $

Financial Assets:
Loans and Receivables
Cash at Bank 3.591% 32,873,020 - - 32,873,020
Cash on Deposit 4.066% - 66,291,257 - 66,291,257
Receivables 4.066%  13,217,130 - 18,548,766 31,765,896
Total Loans and Receivables 46,090,150 66,291,257 18,548,766 130,930,173

Financial Assets designated at Fair Value through the Profit or Loss
Investments - - - -

Total Financial Assets designated at Fair Value through the Profit or Loss - - - - 

Total Financial Assets 46,090,150 66,291,257 18,548,766 130,930,173

Financial Liabilities:
Breeders and Owners Bonus Scheme - - 16,748,818 16,748,818
Trade and Other Payables - - 82,755,422 82,755,422
Total Financial Liabilities measured at amortised cost - - 99,504,240 99,504,240

NOTES
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Objectives and Policies Process for Managing the Risk Methods used to Measure the Risk
Board policies require that Racing NSW review and negotiate Racing NSW negotiates a Current Cash Rate Racing NSW checks interest rate applied by
interest rates on Cash at Bank on a regular basis in order to less a tiered discount rate for all Cash at recalculating interest received on an average
maximise their return. Bank. balance for the month and comparing to 

actual rates less tiered discounts.
Board policies require that Racing NSW review and negotiate Racing NSW negotiates an interest rate in Racing NSW checks interest rate applied to
interest rates on Cash on Deposit on roll-over of the deposit. line with market rates at the time of roll-over. Cash on Deposit by recalculation of interest

revenue received.



NOTE 30: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES (CONT.)
d) Market Risk (cont.)
2009 Effective Floating Fixed Non Total

Weighted Interest Interest Interest
Average Rate Maturing Bearing

Interest Rate < 1 year
$ $ $ $

Financial Assets:
Loans and Receivables
Cash at Bank 2.838% 24,513,605 - - 24,513,605
Cash on Deposit 3.200% - 29,261,035 - 29,261,035
Receivables 3.200%  6,853,494 - 8,618,817 15,472,311
Total Loans and Receivables 31,367,099 29,261,035 8,618,817 69,246,951

Financial Assets designated at Fair Value through the Profit or Loss
Investments - - 13,728,072 13,728,072
Total Financial Assets designated at Fair Value through the Profit or Loss - - 13,728,072 13,728,072

Total Financial Assets 31,367,099 29,261,035 22,346,889 82,975,023

Financial Liabilities:
Breeders and Owners Bonus Scheme - - 15,386,336 15,386,336
Trade and Other Payables - - 47,484,094 47,484,094 
Total Financial Liabilities measured at amortised cost - - 62,870,430 62,870,430 

Interest Rate Sensitivity
Racing NSW performs a sensitivity analysis to measure market risk exposures at the time of each maturity of the investment so as to assess the reinvestment
opportunities.  There is no interest rate sensitivity for trade receivables or payables. Interest rate sensitivity only applies to Racing NSW Cash at Bank and
Cash on Deposit.
Based on the calculations as at 30th June 2010, the net profit impact for a 100 basis points movement in interest rates would be $991,643 (2009: $537,746)

2010 Current Amount 100 basis 100 basis
Weighted points points
Average Increase in Decrease in

Rate Interest Rate Interest Rate
$ $ $

Cash at Bank 3.491% 32,873,020 328,730 (328,730)
Cash on Deposit 4.066% 66,291,257 662,913 (662,913)
Total 99,164,277 991,643 (991,643)

2009 2.838% 24,513,605 245,136 (245,136)
Cash on Deposit 3.200% 29,261,035 292,610 (292,610)
Total 53,774,640 537,746 (537,746)
The method used in determining the sensitivity was to evaluate the interest revenue based on the timing of the interest repricing on the deposits for the next
12 months. The following assumptions were applied:

a) the rate at the beginning of the 12 month period would apply for the whole period.
b) the cash on deposit would all reprice to the new interest rate at the same time.
c) the base rate is the weighted average across the cash on deposit.

Price Risk
During the year Racing NSW held significant investments in the ANZ Wholesale Investment Trust through ownership of units in the trust. The trust has a
diverse range of investments in cash, term deposits, property and equity.  Racing NSW performs a sensitivity analysis to measure market risk exposures on an
annual basis to assess the reinvestment opportunities.

Price Sensitivity
Based on the calculations as at 30th June 2010, the net profit impact for a 5% movement in the unit price would be $0 (2009: $686,404)
The ANZ Wholesale Investment Trust was redeemed at 23rd March 2010.

NOTES
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE, 2010

Objectives and Policies Process for Managing the Risk Methods used to Measure the Risk
Board policies require that Racing NSW review the unit price Racing NSW monitors price sensitivity on a ANZ reports unit price and unit holdings to
and unit holidings of the trust on an annual basis, in order to monthly basis and reinvests distributions by Racing NSW on a monthly basis. This is
maximise their returns. purchasing additional units with the trust fund. reported to the Board on an annual basis.
Board policies require that Racing NSW maintain a 50:50 Racing NSW monitors the 50:50 split on a Racing NSW reports the balance between
balance between growth assets and defensive assets for the monthly basis. growth and defensive assets on a monthly
overall investment strategy, in order to balance the risks. basis to the Board.
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NOTE 30: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES (CONT.)

d) Market Risk (cont.)
2010 Current Current Base 5% Increase 5% Decrease

$ $ $ $
ANZ Wholesale Investment Trust - - - - - 

2009 Current Current Base 5% Increase 5% Decrease
$ $ $ $

ANZ Wholesale Investment Trust 20,414,704 0.67246 13,728,072 686,404 (686,404)

The method used to determine the sensitivity was to evaluate the investment revenue based on the unit price and unit holdings for the next 12 months. The
assumptions applied were:

a) the unit rate change at the beginning of the 12 month period would apply for the whole period.
b) the number of units held does not change.
c) the 5% bounds are more appropriate due to volatility and the long term nature of the investment.

Racing NSW redeemed the units in this trust and is no longer exposed to the risk.

Insurance Risk
Pursuant to section 13(1)(d) of the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996 (NSW), Racing NSW’s functions include “insuring of participants in the horseracing indus-
try”.  Racing NSW holds a specialised insurer’s licence issued by WorkCover NSW that permits it to offer compulsory workers compensation insurance for
employers and employees engaged in activities incidental to thoroughbred horse racing.
The rights and obligations of Racing NSW as a specialised insurer, are regulated by the Workers Compensation Act 1987 (NSW) and the Workplace Injury
Management and Workers Compensation Act 1998 (NSW). These Acts define the circumstances in which an employer has a liability to an injured worker, the
manner and timing of any decision by Racing NSW as to the granting of indemnity, and the quantum of benefits payable in response to a claim.
Racing NSW provides an annual actuarial report to WorkCover NSW for the period to 30 June in each financial year that covers issues such as:

1. The quantum of outstanding liabilities.
2. The predicted development of such liabilities, payments on new claims and other expenses during the subsequent financial year.
3. The number of new claims expected and an estimate of Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) claims for the preceding financial year.
4. The amount of the bank guarantee that Racing NSW must arrange to be executed by an established financial institution in favour of WorkCover NSW

to support its ability to fund the thoroughbred racing industry’s accumulated and expected workers compensation liabilities. (Refer Note 19)
Racing NSW is committed to managing legal, operational and financial risk in the conduct of its workers compensation activities.
Financial payments made by the fund are initially approved by the relevant claims manager. Payments are then entered by a different department and
returned to the Insurance Manager for authorisation before being randomly audited and processed by the General Manager – Finance and the Chief
Executive.
Established practices and procedures govern the internal management of claims, the selection and remuneration of service providers and the manner in which
critical decisions are made in relation to individual claimants (such as decisions to contest liability and/or litigate appropriate cases). These practices and pro-
cedures are regularly reviewed and, in conjunction with the Occupational Health & Safety and Workers Compensation summary publicly available on Racing
NSW’s website, are available for review and comment by WorkCover NSW upon request.
Racing NSW’s Insurance Manager is a practising lawyer with experience and qualifications in the allied health field. This enables decisions about legislative
interpretation, the conduct of litigation and the resolution of disputes to be made (or reviewed) by an appropriately qualified expert. In addition, Racing NSW
uses a number of experienced external legal practitioners, including Senior Counsel and recognised firms of solicitors, as and when appropriate.

NOTE 31: FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Fair value has been determined on the basis of the present value of expected future cash flows under the terms and conditions of each financial asset and lia-
bility. 
The information is only relevant to circumstances at balance date and will vary depending on market rates and conditions at the time.  The carrying value less
impairment provisions for trade receivables and payables approximates their fair values due to their short term nature. The carrying value of other short term
financial assets and liabilities is assumed to approximate their fair value due to their short term nature.  The fair value of financial liabilities, that are maturing in
more than 12 months, for disclosure purposes, has been estimated by discounting the future contractual cash flows at the current market interest that is avail-
able to Racing NSW.  Significant assumptions used in determining the cash flows are that they will be consistent with the contracted cash flows under their
respective contracts. Other specific assumptions used are:

a) the interest rate used for discounting is the published ANZ Reference Rate as at 30 June each year. 2010: 10.8% (2009: 9.25%)
b) payments are made evenly throughout the period.
c) BOBS has been discounted over 4 years (2009: 4 years) due to the nature of the BOBS agreement.
d) Borrowings has been discounted over 4 years (2009: 4 years) due to the nature of the agreements with RISA.

NOTES
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NOTE 31: FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES (CONT.)

2010 2009
Fair Value Carrying Variance Fair Value Carrying Variance

Value Value
$ $ $ $ $ $

Financial Assets:
Loans and Receivables
Cash at Bank 32,873,020 32,873,020 - 24,513,605 24,513,605 -
Cash on Deposit 66,291,257 66,291,257 - 29,261,035 29,261,035 -
Receivables 31,765,896 31,765,896 - 22,609,650 22,609,650 -
Total Loans and Receivables 130,930,173 130,930,173 - 76,384,290 76,384,290 -

Financial Assets designated at Fair Value through the Profit or Loss
Investments - - - 13,728,072 13,728,072 - 
Total Financial Assets designated at Fair Value through 
the Profit or Loss - - - 13,728,072 13,728,072

Total Financial Assets 130,930,173 130,930,173 - 90,112,362 90,112,362 -

Financial Liabilities:
Breeders and Owners Bonus Scheme 16,489,830 16,748,818 (258,988) 15,176,244 15,386,336 (210,092)
Trade and Other Payables 82,755,422 82,755,422 - 47,484,094 47,484,094 -
Total Financial Liabilities measured at amortised cost 99,245,253 99,504,240 (258,988) 62,660,338 62,870,430 (210,092)

NOTE 32: INSURANCE ACTIVITIES
2010 2009

$ $
Premium revenue 9,731,780 8,728,735
Reinsurance recoveries and other recoveries revenue 185,224 206,542
Other Income 3,003,803 463,046 

12,920,807 9,398,323 

Interest Income 665,721 599,212 
Movement in market value of Investment Fund 2,155,058 (2,791,131)

2,820,779 (2,191,919)

Underwriting expenses 1,425,612 1,085,905
Direct claims expense 13,601,111 11,795,861
Outwards reinsurance premium expense 504,750 471,850

15,531,473 13,353,616

Underwriting result for the financial year excluding investments revenue and expense (2,610,666) (3,955,293)

Investments
ANZ Trust - 13,728,072 

- 13,728,072

Operating Assets
Bank 29,129,668 12,223,775
Reinsurance recoveries 4,478,196 1,556,900

33,607,864 13,780,675

Total Assets 33,607,864 27,508,747
Liabilities
Outstanding claims 43,901,667 37,855,070 
Unearned Premiums 246,295 259,450 

44,147,962 38,114,520
Refer to Note 19 for bank guarantee and other information relating to Workers Compensation Provision.

NOTES
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2010 2009
$ $

NOTE 32: INSURANCE ACTIVITIES
a) Outstanding Claims
Gross undiscounted claim liability 60,953,686 54,446,200
Discount to present value (23,679,539) (22,649,900)

Central estimate of the expected present value of future payments for claims incurred 37,274,147 31,796,300
Prudential margin 6,627,520 6,058,770

43,901,667 37,855,070

Current 7,555,234 6,901,515 
Non-current 36,346,433 30,953,555

43,901,667 37,855,070 

The average weighted term to settlement of the outstanding liabilities is 12.85 years (2009: 12.3 years).

The following average inflation rates and discount rates were used in measuring the liability for outstanding claims:

2010 2009
Next Year Thereafter Next Year Thereafter

Inflation rate 3.75% 4.50% 4.25% 4.25%
Discount Rate 5.35% 5.35% 5.70% 5.70%

b) Net claims incurred for current year and change in incurred for prior years.
2010 2009

Current Year Reassess Prior Current Year Reassess
Incurred Years Incurred Prior Years 

$ $ $ $
Gross undiscounted incurred claims 14,165,000 2,048,000 17,342,000 8,151,000 
Undiscounted reinsurance & other recoveries (18,000) (3,258,000) (22,000) (972,000)
Net undiscounted incurred claims 14,147,000 (1,210,000) 17,320,000 7,179,000 

Discounting of incurred claims (4,234,000) 2,365,000 (5,357,000) (7,699,000)
Discounting recoveries 6,000 308,000 8,000 450,000 

9,919,000 1,463,000 11,971,000 (70,000)

Gross discounted incurred claims 9,931,000 4,413,000 11,985,000 452,000 
Discounted reinsurance & other recoveries (12,000) (2,950,000) (14,000) (522,000)

Net discounted incurred claims 9,919,000 1,463,000 11,971,000 (70,000)

The claim cost incurred consists of paid to date plus estimate of outstanding liabilities plus claim management expenses, being 9% of the gross discounted lia-
bility.
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NOTE 33: RISA

On 26 November 2003, Racing NSW signed a number of transaction agreements relating to the establishment of Racing Information Services Australia Pty
Limited (“RISA”).
RISA was established to undertake some of the functions of the State Principal Racing Authorities (PRA) which would provide synergies for the PRA's and to
facilitate the sale of racing information to the market place.
On 10 September 2004, Racing NSW gave notice rescinding the RISA transaction agreements on the basis of what Racing NSW maintains were misrepre-
sentations of certain crucial matters.  RISA advised that it did not accept the notice of rescission and disputed Racing NSW’s right to rescind the agreements.
Following negotiations between RISA and Racing NSW, on 19 December 2005 Racing NSW signed an agreement reinstating the November 2003 transaction
agreements with an effective date of 1 December 2003. The agreement provided for:
1. Racing NSW to sell its 42% stake in the Registrar of Racehorses to RISA at a sale price of $1,050,000
2. Racing NSW to obtain an investment in RISA, which is assessed at $3,511,225
3. Racing NSW to have net funding commitments to RISA of $2,221,001
4. Racing NSW to recognise equity profits or losses in RISA and not recognise profits or losses in Registrar of Racehorses.
5. Racing NSW director on RISA board has the right to veto RISA Board decisions.
6. RISA has retained a non-exclusive licence to sell NSW racing information to persons or organisations that do not use this information for wagering

operations but foregone any right to sell NSW racing information to wagering operators.
On 1st July 2007 Queensland Racing Limited acquired an 18% interest in RISA with the impact being a dilution of RNSW's ownership from 42.7% to 35%
additionally the net funding commitment was reduced by $548,792 as was the carrying value of the investment.
On 1st July 2008 RISA purchased the Thoroughbred Trainers Service Center (TTSC) from Racing NSW. The net funding commitment was reduced by
$200,000. As a result of this transaction there was a profit on sale after transferring the assets of TTSC to RISA of $194,092.
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DECLARATION BY MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF
THE NSW THOROUGHBRED RACING BOARD

We have audited pages 38-62 of the accompanying financial report of
Racing NSW, which comprises the statement of financial position as at
30 June 2010 and the statement of comprehensive income, statement of
changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, a
summary of significant accounting policies, other explanatory notes and
the declaration by the Members of the Board.

Board Members Responsibility for the Financial Report

The Board Members of Racing NSW are responsible for the preparation
and true and fair presentation of the financial report in accordance with
the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996 and Australian Accounting Standards
(including the Australian Accounting Interpretations). This responsibility
also includes establishing and maintaining internal controls relevant to
the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report that is free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and
applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting esti-
mates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor's Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based
on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with Australian
Auditing Standards. These Auditing Standards require that we comply
with relevant ethical requirements relating to audit engagements and
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the
financial report is free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about
the amounts and disclosures in the financial report. The procedures
selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of
the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to
fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers
internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation
of the financial report in order to design audit procedures that are appro-

priate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and
the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the directors, as
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial report.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Independence

In conducting our audit, we have complied with the independence
requirements of the Australian professional accounting bodies.

Auditor's Opinion

In our opinion the financial report of Racing NSW is in accordance with
the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996, including:

(a) giving a true and fair view of the company’s financial position as at 
30 June 2010 and of its performance for the year ended on that
date; and

(b) complying with Australian Accounting Standards (including the
Australian Accounting Interpretations) and the Thoroughbred
Racing Act 1996.

BDO Audit (NSW-VIC) Pty Ltd

Iain Kemp
Director
Signed at Sydney, this  21st day of September, 2010.

The Members of the Board declare that:
(1) the financial statements comprising the Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Changes in

Equity, Statement of Cashflows and accompanying notes:
(i) give a true and fair view of the financial position of Racing NSW as at 30 June 2010 and its performance for the year ended on 

that date. 
(ii)  are in accordance with the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996 (NSW) and comply with Accounting Standards.

(2) as at the date of this declaration there are reasonable grounds to believe that Racing NSW will be able to pay its debts as and when they
become due and payable.

This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the Members of the Board and is signed for and on behalf of Racing NSW.

Level 19, 2 Market Street Sydney NSW 2000
GPO Box 2551 Sydney NSW 2001
Tel. +61 2 9286 5555  Fax +61 2 9286 5599
Email:  info.sydney@bdo.com.au
www.bdo.com.au

BDO Audit (NSW-VIC) Pty Ltd

Mr P.N. V’landys
Chief Executive

Mr A.F. Brown
Chairman
Dated at Sydney 20th September, 2010
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nSW country horse of the year Battlefield (Daniel ganderton) takes out the 2009 Ramornie handicap at grafton


